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The Mediaeval and Victorian Misericords
of All Saints' Church, Bakewell
Susan Hillam
Misericords are the ledges found underneath the seats of choir stalls
in British and European cathedrals and churches. In mediaeval times,
the clergy, monks and canons sang the eight daily offices standing in
their stalls. By the tenth century the stalls were partly enclosed with
wooden sides and backs to protect the occupants from the cold and
draughts of an unheated building. The word "stall" means a place to
stand. We still use the term in "cattle stalls". Although fold-up seats
were introduced in the eleventh century, these could be used only for
the Epistle and Gradual at Mass and the Responses at Vespers. By the
twelfth century, small ledges on the undersides of seats were referred to
as indulgences, or in Latin misericordia, meaning acts of mercy. These
were initially for the elderly and infirm, but were so popular they soon
appeared in all choir stalls. It was possible to perch on the ledges,
whilst appearing to be standing. They were a genuine mercy to those
who had to stand for long periods.
Misericords spread rapidly throughout Europe and the corbels, the
supporting wooden brackets beneath the seat, became decorated with
carvings. In mediaeval times, every surface in or on a church or
cathedral was decorated to the glory of God, even those surfaces that
were seldom seen. British misericords differ from the majority of
continental ones by having two side carvings, known as supporters.
Continental cathedrals usually have just one overall carving. The
carvings in Britain increased in complexity, reaching their most
elaborate just before the reformation. When monasteries and abbeys
were destroyed during the 1540s many choirs and misericords were
lost. Some abbeys and collegiate churches were upgraded to cathedrals
and survived. Some churches with canons regular and canons secular,
which had allowed the laity to worship in the church, were also spared.
Bakewell is known to have been a collegiate church in the 12th century.
Coxi tells us that it had a priest, two presbyters a deacon and a subdeacon. It had canons secular, who were usually chantry priests, from
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the founding of The Chantry of Our Lady in the 1200s. All of these
clergy would have required choir stalls with misericords for the eight
daily services.
Whereas much church decoration in stone or stained glass was
removed or destroyed during the Reformation, many misericords,
maybe because they were less visible, escaped the destruction. Some
have suffered over the centuries from wood worm and rot. Others were
thought to be too vulgar by the Puritans or the Victorians and were
removed. Eighty-nine churches were burned in the Great Fire of
London and many were damaged during air raids in WWII. Despite all
these losses, Britain still has 8,600 carvings, including central motifs
and supporters. They are a valuable source of information about
mediaeval art and life.
The subjects of the wood carving vary significantly from church to
church and within each set of choir stalls. They include biblical
references, saints and angels, heraldic devices, scenes of everyday
mediaeval life, flowers and foliage and animals real and imaginary.
The designs for the carvings come from many sources. The carvers
may have had access to illustrations of tapestries and illuminated
manuscripts. Crista Grossingerii suggests that a misericord in
Christchurch Priory, dated from the 1200s, is influenced by an
illumination in the Bury Bible c1135. Animal masks in Exeter Cathedral
are probably inspired by the Ramsey Psalter from the tenth century.
Many carvings can be traced to designs in the Bestiaries. These were
books of stories about animals, real and imaginary. The Bestiaries,
which were to be found in many European countries, were based upon a
much earlier book called the Physiologus. This is believed to have been
written in the 3rd or 4th century, probably in Alexandria. The author of
the Physiologus drew pictures of animals found largely in Egypt. He
also told stories to illustrate the deep Christian meaning that was
thought to be found in nature. A significant number of misericord
carvings can be traced to pictures from the British Bestiaries, which
were produced about 1200. The carvings even reproduce some of the
scientific inaccuracies in the books.
Sketches from all these sources were made in workmen's
sketchbooks, which may have travelled with the carvers from cathedral
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to cathedral. It is possible to trace the progress of ideas and carvings
from Ripon Cathedral to Manchester Cathedral and then to Beverley
Minster. There are also designs traceable from Lincoln to Chester and
thence to St. Mary's, Nantwich. The Nantwich ones are much cruder in
style, but show the use of the same patterns.
The design of the ledges themselves changed over the centuries.
Marshall Lairdiii states that it is possible to date mediaeval misericords
from the shape of the ledge, but that there are many exceptions and
those datings are far from exact. The earliest surviving English
misericords date from the 1200s. Those at St. Mary's, Kidlington,
Oxfordshire, Exeter Cathedral and St Mary's Hospital, Chichester, all
carved in the 1200s, have ledges that are semi-circular in shape and
with simple rounded edges. In the early 1300s the semi-circular shape
with rounded edges persists at Hereford and Chichester Cathedrals. The
mediaeval misericords in the Lady Chapel of St. John the Baptist
Church, Tideswell are worthy of note. They have small, semi-circular
ledges with narrow, bevelled rims. They were taken from the chancel in
1875 when it was redesigned. It is thought they may have come from
the original chancel of 1340. Later in the 1300s semi-circular ledges
were superseded by straight edged seats with four or six sides at
Lincoln Cathedral and Chester Cathedral. By the 1400s the ledges were
becoming thicker and grooving replaced the curved edges at
St.Laurence's, Ludlow and St. Mary's, Nantwich. In the beginning of
the 1500s the ledges reached considerable thickness at Bristol and
Manchester. At Beverley Minster, in 1520, the depth of the ledge was
ornamented with little arches.
Bakewell's three mediaeval misericords have been attributed to the
1300s by Pevsneriv, who quotes Rev.J.C.Cox's "Notes on Churches of
Derbyshire" of 1877. Cox appears to have judged that the choir stalls
were carved at the same time that the chancel was lengthened in the
early 1300s. All subsequent datings, including Dominic Strange's,v
appear to be based on Remnantvi who, in turn, quotes Cox. Bakewell's
misericords are five-sided, similar to those at St. Laurence's Church,
Ludlow, which Laird and Hardwickvii have each dated between the late
1300s and the middle 1400s. Peter Kleinviii, who wrote Ludlow's own
guide to St. Laurence's misericords, says there is stylistic evidence that
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they were constructed between 1425 and 1450. Bakewell's mediaeval
misericords have thick ledges and are grooved. Therefore, it is prudent
to keep an open mind about dating them. The ledge pattern has been
copied in the church’s 19th century misericords. Bakewell's chantry
priests, served in two or possibly three chapels in Bakewell church.
Laurence Knighton's guide bookix to Bakewell church, quoting Cox,
says that, in 1877, there were six mediaeval misericords in the chancel
in two groups of three. Cox also asserts that there were almost certainly
many more choir stalls originally. There is a row of three mediaeval
choir stalls now preserved in the baptistry. There are no misericords
under those choir stalls, but there are three mediaeval misericords, three
mediaeval arm rests and two bench ends with finials incorporated into
the nineteenth century stalls in the chancel.
Bakewell's Victorian misericords were installed when the chancel
was redesigned by Archdeacon Balston in 1881. The date is carved on
the arm rest of the returned stall on the south side. Before Archdeacon
Balston became the vicar at Bakewell, he had been the headmaster of
Eton College. He employed one of his ex-pupils, George Gilbert Scott
the younger, to redesign the chancel. Pevsnerx tells us that the carver
was J.E. Elwell, who is listed as an ecclesiastical carver from
Beverley.xi George Gilbert Scott, the elder, worked for many years at
Beverley, restoring and refurbishing several parts of the minster. James
Elwell worked for Scott the elder on many of the renewed carvings,
including the rood screen. Almost certainly, Scott the younger worked
with his father in Beverley and knew of Elwell's work.
The Bakewell carvings are numbered here from east to west, starting
on the north side of the chancel.
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N1 St. George and dragon
Images of St. George became popular
from the thirteenth century, when he
was established as the patron saint of
England. The story originated in
Egypt, where the dragon had to be
appeased by the daily sacrifice of a
maiden. People acted out the slaying
of the dragon each year on April
23rd, St. George's day. The
supporters are grotesques.
N2 A gryphon (or griffin) or a dragon?
The NADFAS report on the woodwork of All Saints church records this
carving as a gryphon, a legendary creature with the head, wings and
talons of an eagle and the body of a lion. The creature here does not
appear to have an eagle's beak, talons or feathers on its wings. The
website Misericords of the World describes it as a dragon. It is one of
the many mythical creatures that decorate choir stalls. Dragons are a
representation of Satan. The supporters are stylized leaves.
N3 A Jester

Bakewell

Beverley

In mediaeval art jesters were shown wearing a hat with asses' ears.
They were known for pulling silly faces. The supporters are geese,
7

which were often associated with jesters because of their supposed
foolishness. We still hear the expression, "You silly goose." There is an
almost identical misericord at Beverley Minster, carved in 1520.
Beverley had a "Feast of Fools" held annually at Christmas, when
people, including members of the clergy, dressed up as fools and held
mock services. This is one of several patterns of carving copied from
Beverley and brought to Bakewell by James Elwell.
N4 Bi-corporate lion devouring a snake.
The double body is for symmetry and
support. Christ is often represented as
a lion and the devil is represented as a
serpent, dragon or snake. In the garden
of Eden, the devil is represented by the
serpent tempting Eve. This carving
represents Christ overcoming evil. The
supporters are a pair of hybrid
creatures with human heads, dragonlike wings and cloven hooves.
N5 Crowned Lion and Hart
This is possibly a Victorian copy of a mediaeval political subject. The
white hart was the emblem of
Richard II, who was deposed in
1399 by Henry Bolingbroke who
succeeded as Henry IV. The
supporters are an uncrowned lion
and a hart.
There is a carving in Beverley on a
similar subject, but there is
insufficient evidence to state that
this is one of the copied carvings.
8

N6 Webbed-footed, winged grotesque
This creature, possibly a bat, has a
face
resembling
mediaeval
drawings of the devil. The bat was
considered to be a creature of
darkness, and came from hell. The
left supporter is a grotesque and the
right supporter is a mediaeval
defaecator. Scatological humour
was common in the middle ages.
Life was brutal and vulgar. There are many carvings of bare bottoms,
genitals and people either passing wind or defaecating. The anus was
believed to be the orifice through which the devil could enter the human
body. Passing wind or defaecating was therefore a way of keeping
Satan at bay. Such humour has survived the centuries in primary school
lavatory humour and drunken football supporters. The bare private parts
are mostly male. Hardwick's theory is that the exposure of male
genitalia was intended to underline the dominance of the male in
mediaeval society.
N7 A grimacer
Grimacers, like jesters, were thought to be wasting their time on
foolishness. Although they were accepted in the great houses of the
time, they were marginalised and
not generally part of social
groups. The carvings were to
remind the all- male occupants of
the choir to avoid foolish
behaviour and focus on their
devotions.
The supporters are geometric,
stylised flowers.
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N8 Angel with Sacred Heart

Beverley

Bakewell

The first references to the Sacred Heart appear in the eleventh
century. The physical heart of Jesus Christ was a representation of his
divine love for humanity. The revival of religious life in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries was encouraged by the enthusiasm of returning
crusaders. The Sacred Heart became a common theme on mediaeval
misericords. The supporters are naturalistic flowers and fruit with
leaves. This carving is copied from Beverley Minster.
N9 Man fighting two dragons surrounded by their tails

Beverley

Bakewell

This is a copy of a misericord in Beverley Minster, carved in 1520.
In Beverley Minster's guide book, by Thomas Tanfieldxii, this carving is
described as "Man between winged dragons whose tails entwine him".
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It is similarly described on the website Misericords of the World. On
the same website, Bakewell's copy of this carving is described as" Demi
figure of a man, emerging from shell, with two dragons". There is a
misericord in Manchester Cathedral which has only one dragon and
shows a definite shell of the "nutmeg" type or cancellaria reticulata. The
Manchester carving is described as "man emerging from shell, with
dragon". It is unclear if the man is fighting the dragon, because the
carving has sustained significant damage. Manchester's carving is based
on an earlier one at Lincoln, which Grossinger describes as "a naked
child rising out of a shell, fighting a dragon." She believes that it depicts
that battle between good and evil, which begins at birth. If the design
travelled from Lincoln to Manchester to Beverley and thence to
Bakewell, the shape of the shell has changed and the underlying
meaning has become unclear. There is a misericord at St John the
Baptist Church, Tideswell, dated by Cox and Harveyxiii as fifteenth
century, which also shows a man between two mythical beasts,
described as "man grasping the beaks of a wyvern and a basilisk". He is
not depicted in a shell or surrounded by tails, but he does look as
though he is fighting the basilisk with a dagger and that he has his other
hand in the wyvern's mouth. The supporters in Bakewell are a dragon
and a bearded head.
N10 Crowned, bearded head on grotesque body
One of Bakewell's mediaeval
misericords NADFAS described
as having a crown. Misericords of
the World says it is a humanheaded dragon. Dragons have
four legs and two wings. Those
with only two legs are wyverns.
The beast appears to have a collar.
The "crown" may be ‘an elaborate
hairdo’. One visitor to All Saints' described it as an African hair style.
Since the Physiologus was written in north Africa, the origin of human
imagery may also be much further from Bakewell than one might think.
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The left supporter is a female human head and the right supporter is a
male head.
S1 A winged lion and a wyvern

A winged lion is the symbol of St.
Mark. A wyvern represents evil,
so this is an image of St. Mark
overcoming evil. The supporters
are human faces.

S2 Angel with outstretched wings

Beverley

Bakewell

Angels are messengers between God and man. They relay our prayers
to Him. We have our guardian angels. The outspread wings are to give
support to the seat. This is another pattern brought from Beverley by
James Elwell. The supporters are foliage.
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S3 Two grotesques
This is a mediaeval misericord.
Grotesques were considered to be
the embodiment of man's earthly
passions. They were carved in
many parts of churches to remind
the all-male, celibate members of
the choir to suppress their earthly
desires. The left hand grotesque
is scaly, has two legs, a curly tail,
but no wings. It also has an
interesting hairdo. The one on the right is feathered, with two wings,
two legs and horns. The supporters are stylised foliage.

S4 Pelican in her Piety
This is a familiar image on
mediaeval misericords, found in
many churches and cathedrals.
According to the Bestiary, the
pelican gets weary of her young
pestering for food and kills them
in her anger. On the third day, she
plucks the feathers from her breast
and revives the babies with her
blood. So God the Father allowed
his son to die and on the third day brought him back to life. Mankind is
redeemed by his blood. The supporters are pelicans.
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S5 Cock Crowing

Beverley

Bakewell

The Bestiaries tell us that the cock is an intelligent bird, which can tell
the time. Every hour it spreads its wings and crows. The cock is the
symbol of St. Peter. The left supporter shows two cocks fighting on a
barrel. The right supporter shows a bird preening. This is copied from a
subject at Beverley; even the supporters are faithfully copied.

S6 Two lions face to face
Lion cubs were believed to be born
dead. On the third day, the male lion
breathed life into them. This is an
allegorical reference to Christ's
death, followed on the third day by
God the Father restoring him to life.
The
supporters
are
stylized
geometric foliage. This is a copy of
a misericord at Beverley Minster.
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S7 Hawk
Hawks are frequently illustrated on
choir stalls, because hawking was a
popular pastime of the nobility. The
hawk, trained to return to the lure, was
also a metaphor for the monk, who
might leave the monastery to preach,
but was trained to return to the cloister.
There is the 1520 original of this
carving in Beverley Minster. The
supporters are birds, probably hawks.

S8 Angel with fillet
A fillet is a small band round the hair.
The supporters are a stylised flower and leaf.
S9 Foliate mask (Green man)
Whole books have been written
about green men. The interpretation
of their meaning ranges from a
symbol of fertility to a variation on
the wild man or woodwose. The
Romans used foliate masks to
represent Bacchus, Silvanus and
Pan, from 400BC. There are "green
men" carvings in Mesopotamia
(Iraq) from 3rd century BC, in Lebanon from 2nd Century AD, in
Constantinople, Borneo and in a Jain temple in India from the 8th
century AD. They were first seen in Christian churches in the 11th
century. The supporters are flowers.
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S10 Grotesque
This mediaeval grotesque has a hairdo
similar to the one in the returned stall
on the north side. It has two legs, wings
and an open mouth.
The supporters are of interest.

S10 Left Supporter - Chanticleer
The NADFAS report on the wooden features of
All Saints' suggests that this is Chanticleer, from
the nun's Priest's Tale, by Chaucer. Chanticleer
was flattered by the fox and was captured by a
predator. It is a warning to the canons and
priests not to succumb to flattery or they will be
caught by Satan.
S10

Right supporter - mermaid

Mermaids are frequently carved on mediaeval
misericords. They were known to be vain and
usually depicted with a mirror in one hand and a
comb in the other. They were also known to be
seducers of men. Here is a two-fold warning to
the celibate men of the choir to avoid vanity and
the seductive charms of women, who have been
the downfall of men since Eve succumbed to the
temptation of the serpent and led Adam astray.
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There are misericords under each of the two stalls in the crossing.
They were carved in the 1880s and have six-sided ledges.
South crossing - Saint Matthew
Saint Matthew, the evangelist, is represented as an angel carrying a
scroll or a book. The supporters are comic masks.
North crossing - foliate mask (green man)
This example of a green man shows bulbous foliage coming from his
mouth. The left supporter shows a man, with a yoke and two milk pails.
This is the only carved example of rural occupations in Bakewell.
The right supporter
This carving shows a cow and three rotten
(and therefore aching) teeth. A cow and three
acres were considered to be all a man needed
in mediaeval times to support his family. This
is a Victorian pun on that saying. "A cow and
three acres" was also the battle cry of the
Land Reformists of the 1880s, so may also
have been a veiled statement of the carver's
political views.
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Chatsworth from the East
by Jan Siberechts (1621 – 1703)
Trevor Brighton
At the beginning of last year a remarkable addition was made to
Chatsworth’s collection of illustrations of the house, its gardens and the
surrounding park and landscape. A huge oil painting (315cm x 307cm)
was acquired and is now on view in the Green Satin Room. It is neither
signed nor dated, but is now confidently attributed to Jan Siberechts
(1627 – 1703), a native of Antwerp, who was painting country houses
in England in the late 17th and very early 18th centuries.(1)
Purchased from the London Fine Art Warehouse, the canvas was
mounted on what may be its original stretchers within a later Victorian
gilded frame. Unable to be moved through the doors and passages of
the house, it was stripped from its frame and stretchers, rolled up with
the painting outwards and manhandled to its present position and rehung without its inappropriate frame. Presumably it now hangs in the
house for which it was initially intended.
However, the provenance of the painting is initially unclear.
Siberechts was certainly commissioned by the first duke of Devonshire
to paint at Chatsworth; unspecified payments to him are recorded in the
duke’s accounts and watercolour landscapes of parkland views exist in
London and Amsterdam.(2) However, no reference exists of the painting
having hung at Chatsworth or in Devonshire House in London. It is first
recorded in the possession of admiral Edward Russell (1653 – 1727),
later earl of Orford: Russell was a friend of the duke of Devonshire and
they both enjoyed the horse racing at Newmarket. The duke lost a
considerable part of his income at the races and ran up large debts. It
has been suggested that the Siberechts painting may have been sold to
Russell to ease the duke’s financial problems. Thereafter, the picture
passed through various private hands.
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View of Chatsworth from the East
by Jan Siberechts (1627-1703)
© Devonshire Collection, Chatsworth.
Reproduced by permission of Chatsworth Settlement Trustees.
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Chatsworth by Leonard Knyff and Jan Kip, 1699. The house is half completed
and the formal gardens stretch along the east side. The cascade is difficult to
see, has fewer steps and no fountain head in the form of a cascade house.
Compare Siberecht’s painting four years later.

Although the picture has been reproduced in black and white by the
present writer and others it was so dirty that its fascinating details were
quite obscure.(3) Now it has been cleaned with startling revelations and
should be seen alongside the engraving by Leonard Knyff and Jan Kip,
executed only four years earlier in 1699, when the duke’s new house
was gradually replacing Bess of Hardwick’s.
Siberechts depicts the completed house, but not from the
conventional west side. Instead he has climbed to a vantage point
allowing him to paint the east side of the house and its garden. This
view has now long gone following Wyatville’s changes in 1827–1833
when rooms were altered internally along with fenestration and refacing
of the exterior. Wyatville also introduced the broad walk, or drive,
running parallel with the east front.
20

In Siberechts’ view the east front has elegant, formal gardens
highlighted with fountains and stone statues which were painted white
to simulate marble. These features were swept away and replaced by
‘Capability’ Brown’s rising lawns.
The greenhouse, or orangery, on the north side is another interesting
revelation in that it was built in red brick, perhaps the earliest use of this
material in the Peak. It was rebuilt in stone in 1749.
0n 24th September last a public discussion about Siberechts’ painting
was held at Chatsworth conducted by Charles Noble, Keeper of the
Chatsworth Art Collection, and professor Tom Williams, a landscape
archaeologist. Attention was drawn to the broader landscape where
cleaning has revealed the house and gardens set in a verdant valley
watered by the river Derwent. This contrasts markedly with the poet
Charles Cotton’s description of Chatsworth as ‘a diamond set in ignoble
jet’ among hills likened to the ‘warts and pudenda of Nature’. Instead,
the fields around Edensor and beyond are divided without stone walls
and contain strips of ridge and furrow.
Especially interesting in the foreground is the cascade house in full
flow with an increase in the number of waterfall steps, in contrast to the
less dramatic version portrayed by Kniff and Kip a few years earlier.
The new cascade was created in 1703, the year of Siberechts’ death.
Did he really see it in action, or did he consult plans already drawn up
and included it at the first dukes request?
About the same time much earth was being moved beyond the south
parterre to open the view from the house and to install the canal pond.
A hint of this occurs in the painting. Again, how much of this did
Siberechs see before he died?
Siberechts’ painting is colourful and vibrant and contrasts well with
the more linear, yet invaluable, detailed view of Kniff and Kip.
Siberechts shows us the fruition of the first duke’s achievements in the
Dutch and French styles. Indeed, the duke appears in his coach with an
entourage of followers outside the garden boundary on Holmes Lane,
the old road that traversed the moors to Chesterfield.
The small reproduction in this Journal of the huge canvas by
Siberechts can do scant justice to the artist’s achievement and the
21

wealth of detail he captured. Members of our Society, and others,
should go to Chatsworth to see it.
Notes.
1. See the new biography, Jan Siberechts by Julia Ward,
privately printed, 2017.
2. See The Discovery of the Peak District by T. Brighton,
Chichester, 2004, p7 plate 4. This watercolour surveys the
Chatsworth estate from above Beeley to the confluence of the
rivers Derwent and Wye at Rowsley. Here also is the
indication of a fertile valley with ridge and furrow fields.
Siberechts signed and dated this picture for 22nd August
1694.
3. Ibid, p 131 plate 79. At the time the huge landscape was in
the possession of Lord Sandys. It was attributed to Leonard
Kniff and was dated about 1710.
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Stained Glass Windows
in All Saints’ Church, Bakewell
Michael J. Hillam
Introduction
This article offers a general commentary on the nineteen stained
glass windows in the church and highlights a few details and
background information of particular note. A detailed description of
each window is contained in a leaflet available at the back of the church
(or from the author of this article).
The subject matter of the windows fits into two categories, with one
exception. Seven windows celebrate saints and eleven the Resurrection
and Ascension. The exception is the baptism of Jesus by John the
Baptist in the west window, above what was once the main door. For
centuries the font was by this door, under the baptismal window,
appropriately placed for emergency christenings if the life of a new
born child was thought to be at risk.
The church's oldest stained glass window dates from just 1859. The
most recent is dated 1905-6. The current windows are a relatively recent
part of the Christian and architectural heritage represented by the
church. That said, some commentators have advocated that the
Victorian period was the heyday of stained glass and that we should
celebrate and value what we have rather than regret the loss of
mediaeval and later glass. The windows should be seen in the context of
the original Saxon stone-built church dating from the 920s and the
oldest part of the current church, the west end, dating from the 1120s. A
wooden church may have pre-dated the first stone church on the site.
There are six windows with clear or nearly clear glass: one at each
end of the north aisle and four in the Newark. There are also eight
clerestory windows high in the nave with plain glass. Additionally, one
half of a window in the chancel has clear glass. It is now covered
externally by the east wall of the Newark, which was altered during the
Victorian rebuilding.
23

It should be understood that All Saints’ was a Roman Catholic
church from its Saxon (or earlier) foundation to 1534 and Henry Vlll’s
Act of Supremacy, that is for over 600 years. It has been an Anglican
church for less than 500 years. Over time, the building has been
extended and modified, windows have been re-shaped and replaced and
the interior decoration, and religious artefacts, have been much
changed, especially in the troubled religious times of the post 1534
Tudors, the Stuarts and Oliver Cromwell. Some wilful destruction has
taken place.
A comment often heard about the windows collectively is that it is
easy to take them for granted, to be aware of them, but unaware of the
scenes they depict or the detail they contain. Moreover, a special feature
of stained glass windows is that changing light is likely to vary how we
see an image, through a day or a season. This is part of the attraction.
‘Let there be light’ is one of the opening phrases in the Creation story.
The religious link with light contributed to the use of coloured glass and
spiritual images in the windows of mediaeval churches.
1. The two best known windows
Two of the better known designers of Victorian stained glass
windows, namely Charles Eamer Kempe and Henry Holiday, have one
window each in the church’s north aisle. Some visitors to the church
come specifically to see one or both of these. Pevsner's comment on
these windows is "both excellent." He passes no comment on the
quality of any of the other windows though he notes most of the other
makers.
Charles Kempe window, 1905/6.
This is at the west end of the north wall. Some visitors have said they
visit because they are members of the Kempe Society undertaking
research or simply wishing to see as many of his windows as they can.
Kempe became a well-known designer and maker of stained glass
windows and of other kinds of decorative art for churches. He had
trained with Clayton & Bell and later established his own firm and
workshop in London.
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Kempe’s window in All Saints’ shows a saint in each of the two lights.
St George (patron saint of soldiers and of some 20 different countries)
is immediately recognisable, with his slain dragon. But how many
would recognise St Hubert (or indeed have heard of him) if his name
was not shown in the window? Legend suggests that hunting took over
his life after his wife died in child birth. In the window he is gazing at
the head of a grey stag. The real significance is easy to miss in a full
length image of Hubert
and the stag, even
though their faces are
close. Between the
horns of the stag Hubert
sees a vision of Christ
crucified on the cross.
Different versions of
the legend suggest the
event occurred on a
Sunday, or perhaps at
Easter, and that Hubert
had a conscience for not
being
in
church.
Supposedly he became a fervent convert and hunting acquired its own
patron saint. The window also shows Kempe’s standard signature for
the period 1895-1907; it is a yellow wheat sheaf, about 30cm up from
the bottom of the left side edge. He took this from his family's coat of
arms.
The window is dedicated to Robert Nesfield. See section 8 below.
Henry Holiday window, 1893
This is in the north aisle, above the 14th century parish chest and
immediately before the entrance from the church into the vestry.
Popular acclaim suggests this is the most famous and most visited of all
the windows. It is often referred to as the ‘Pre-Raphaelite’ window.
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Henry Holiday was
employed
by
the
manufacturers
James
Powell and Sons. Holiday
was a member of the
Royal Academy and an
associate of Rossetti,
Burne-Jones, and William
Morris, hence the PreRaphaelite
connection.
This term was coined by
the artists. They saw
themselves as reformers,
protesting against the
promotion of the style of the Italian painter Raphael (1483-1520). The
Royal Academy, and its first President Joshua Reynolds, were Raphael
advocates. Raphael was especially known for his Madonna images and
the frescos in the Vatican Palace. Some of Holiday’s most famous
windows are in Westminster Abbey.
The Bakewell window by Holiday shows the adoration of the Lamb
of God (Agnus Dei) by martyrs, who each carry a martyr’s palm, and
by angels. Holiday demonstrates one of his typical techniques by
including a scroll across the image to explain the theme - ‘Worthy is the
lamb that was slain to receive honour, blessing, glory and power.’
The window is dedicated to Thomas Barker. See section 8.
2. The two Te Deum windows
The very early Christian hymn, Te Deum Laudamus, includes verses
that refer to the company of the Apostles, the fellowship of the
Prophets, the noble army of Martyrs and the world wide Church. These
are the four groups that are traditionally shown in a ‘Te Deum’ window.
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East window (behind altar) 1891
The
Venerable
Edward
Balston died in 1891. He had
been vicar of All Saints since
1869 and archdeacon of Derby
since 1873. He had the wealth to
be a significant and very
generous benefactor. One of his
previous
posts
was
as
Headmaster of Eton College. He
paid
for
much
of
the
refurbishment of All Saints
chancel, the building of the very
grand ‘Old Vicarage’ (now a
care home) and contributed significantly to St. Anne’s at Over Haddon
(built in the 1880s), as well as to St Leonard’s at Monyash (built in the
1100s, restored in the 1880s).’,
The current East window was a joint gift from parishioners and
friends in the county. It was dedicated appropriately on All Saints day
1892.
The images of two of the prophets and
one martyr are of special interest. Moses is
shown with the tablets of the Ten
Commandments. The Roman numerals I X are included to ensure we know this, but
would a Jewish Moses (from about the 13th
century B.C.) have recognised them? Isaiah
appears to be shown in 16th century
costume. An this image was recycled
from the stock of makers Burlison and
Grylls, after it was rejected by a German
town, due to lack of likeness to their
recently deceased Burgomeister. The 1990s
report on All Saints by the National
Association of Decorative and Fine Arts
Societies (NADFAS) is a very strictly
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factual document, but it makes an exception to offer the subjective view
that Isaiah ‘resembles Sir Thomas More’. Lastly St. George is shown
very grandly in gold armour, but note the broken spear. This slain
dragon perhaps put up more of a fight than some.
The window is dedicated to Edward Balston. See section 8.
1875 Window in south aisle, east end, by Newark entrance
The maker is said to be the firm of Heaton, Butler and Bain but it is
thought the original painting may have been by Cecil George Foljambe
who had the window erected in 1875, in what was then a chantry
chapel. It was a memorial to his wife Louise Blanche, whose mother
was sister to the 7th Duke of Devonshire. The window is close to the
unique alabaster Foljambe memorial of the 1300s.
The Martyrs section of this window is thought-provoking if only
because it seems likely all the figures are female. NADFAS has
identified St. Katherine of Alexandria, shown on the left with the
wheel on which she is said to have been tortured. She is perhaps

remembered by some on 5th November as the wheels named after her
spin round. The majority view (including NADFAS) is that the next
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figure is St. Margaret of Antioch. A Roman governor is said to have
proposed marriage to her; she declined as she was expected to renounce
Christianity. One punishment for her refusal was to be swallowed by
Satan in the form of a dragon. However, the staff she was carrying at
the time caused the dragon to burst and she escaped. A tamer
explanation, in a guide book, is that the image is of St George, not St.
Margaret.
The third martyr identified by NADFAS is St. Cecilia, the patron
saint of musicians and she is playing a portable organ which she may
have designed herself.
The musical theme re-appears in the upper section of this window.
An oboe, flute and harp are being played on the left and a rebek,
mandolin and cymbals on
the right.
The world–wide church
section of this Te Deum
window
also
provokes
interest as it includes a
cardinal and a pope. This has
surprised some who are
unaware of the make-up of a
Te Deum window, and of
the 600+ years when All
Saints’ was a Roman
Catholic church. NADFAS
asserts St. Jerome is the
Cardinal (in red) and St
Gregory is the Pope
(wearing a papal triple
crown). The time consuming translation of what became known as the
Latin Vulgate Bible is attributed to Jerome. St Gregory the Great (540604) is credited with saving his people, his city, his country, and the
whole of Christendom from the tribulations of the time. Several
versions of one legend say this particular Pope (Gregory) was the greatgreat-grandson of another Pope (Felix lll). It was Gregory who
despatched St. Augustine and 40 monks in 597 to convert England to
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Christianity. Hence Gregory was especially revered in England, and
Augustine became the first archbishop of Canterbury. The window is
dedicated to Louise Foljambe and her second son. See section 8.
3.

The six chancel windows on the north and south sides

Five of these six windows were made by the firm of Burlison and
Grylls, who also made the current east window.
Sea of Galilee, 1893
This window is closest to the altar on the south side and is the
exception in the chancel as it was made by Clayton and Bell who also
made the baptismal window at the west end of the nave. Whereas the
latter has faded significantly (see later explanation) the colours of this
Sea of Galilee window remain strong. The window includes details like
the rising sun, and the fire on which Jesus was preparing a fish
breakfast.
Why is this the only chancel window Burlison and Grylls did not
make? The likeliest answer seems to be they were fully stretched
making the other six and could not meet the required deadline for a
seventh window.
This window is dedicated to Henry Barker. See section 8.
Other windows on south side of chancel
In the middle window, Peter is making the first baptism of a gentile
(non Jew,) a centurion named Cornelius (NADFAS).
This window is dedicated to Susan Barker. See section 8.
Some have spoken of a mystery surrounding the half window on the
south side and wondered about what might be covered up. Close
inspection shows the covered half contains only clear glass now. The
Newark was restructured in the mid 1800s when the statuary of Sir
George Manners and his wife Grace (founder of Lady Manners School)
was turned through 90 degrees. This required a change to the original
wall which had allowed the whole of the window to be visible. There is
a complete story (and a complete inscription beneath) in the visible part
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of this chancel window. Christ is shown ascending to heaven, within a
blue mandoria. The eleven remaining disciples kneel at his feet.
This window is dedicated to Ann Balston. See section 8.
North side of chancel
The three windows on the north side of the chancel all show
Resurrection scenes. Mary Magdelene appears in the
windows furthest from and nearest to the altar. The
inclusion of a lychgate, in the window furthest from
the altar, confirms the empty tomb is in a graveyard.
In between these two windows is the doubting
Thomas who is gazing at the nail marks that Jesus is
pointing out in his palm and feet.
The window furthest from the altar is also dedicated
to Ann Balston, see section 8.
The centre window is dedicated to John and Sarah Barker, see section 8.
The window closest to the altar is dedicated to Elizabeth Slater. See
section 8.
4.

The windows in the Newark

Soldiers guarding the tomb
On the east side, inside the Vernon
Chapel, is the earliest current stained
glass window in the church, 1859. It is
by John Hardman of Birmingham. It
has very strong colours, much more in
the mediaeval style than the more
subdued, muted and subtle colours of
the later Holiday and Kempe
windows, for example. This window
depicts the risen Christ being flanked
by angels, and soldiers guarding (or
not guarding) the tomb. Four soldiers
look reasonably alert but three are
asleep (two in the section shown
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here), with a fourth appearing to nod off. One overly charitable
suggestion was that the soldiers might look asleep but could be praying.
This window is dedicated to John Manners, 5th duke of Rutland. See
section 8.
Three Lancet windows (with Early English type moulding)
The St. Agnes window is the seventh in the church to have been
made by the firm of Burlison & Grylls. St Agnes is shown, with her
lamb and martyr's palm (and is now partly hidden by a cupboard). The
resemblance of her name to agnus (lamb) led to the lamb becoming her
symbol. Appropriately the window is dedicated (see below) to another
Agnes.
The centre lancet window is by William Wailes of Newcastle who
also made the stained window that was in the south side of the Newark.
This has now been lost. St James is shown in strong colours. A squirrel
(a symbol in the arms of the Walters’ family) and angels are featured.
The third lancet window shows St. John with a red eagle, his symbol,
complete with a yellow halo. The Sea of Galilee is featured again, this
time with Andrew and Simon in the boat and Christ beckoning to them.
The St. Agnes window is dedicated to Agnes Simpson. See section 8.
The St. James window is dedicated to Jacob Walters. See section 8.
The St. John window is dedicated to J.S. Walters. See section 8.
5.

The two faded windows

Two windows have faded significantly leaving some detail, like
facial features, almost invisible. Each of these windows was made by a
highly reputable manufacturer. Clayton & Bell made the window at the
west end of the nave, which shows Christ's baptism by John the Baptist.
Hardman made the window above the entrance into the vestry. The
outer lights show the last supper and the supper at Emmaus, one on
each side of Christ in the centre light. In the section shown here the
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faces may be featureless but Judas is unmistakable with his bag of
silver, behind Christ's halo.
The cause of the fading
of these windows is likely
to
have
been
the
experimental use of the
chemical borax in the
1870s
by
some
manufacturers. The benefit
was
that
a
lower
temperature could be used
in the kiln. Over time it
was realised that borax was
water soluble and that
damp could cause the
colour to fade or peel.
It should be noted that
until the early 1890s the
Hardman window was the east window of the church, behind the altar.
The church made the decision to commission a new east window (see
Te Deum section above). The original 'suppers' window was too long to
fit the space available above the entrance to the vestry, built in 1897; it
had to be shortened. The three lower sections of the original window
are not displayed but rest on the floor against the east wall of the
Newark. They appear undamaged but with no light showing through the
detail is not visible.
The west end baptismal window is dedicated to William Allcard. See
section 8.
The shortened window above the vestry door has no visible
dedication, nor is there one in the sections stored in the Vernon chapel.
6.

Three other windows in the nave

The centre windows on the north and south sides of the nave each
show a tomb and each features Mary Magdelene. In the north side
window Mary is carrying a jar of spices to anoint the body; while on the
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south side Christ appears to Mary in the garden, while angels sit on an
empty tomb.
The final window with an image is between the porch and the west
wall. This includes Dorcas (also known as Tabitha) a dressmaker and
philanthropist who made clothes for the poor. Widows are showing
garments to St Peter.
Pevsner says all the south side windows were probably made by
Heaton, Butler & Bayne.
The dedication in the centre window in the north wall of nave is
illegible. The plaque below the centre window in the south wall of nave
suggests it is dedicated to Francis Gisborne.
See section 8.
The window to the west of the porch is dedicated to Lucy Nesfield.
See section 8.
7.

Grisaille window, about 1870

This is in the west wall at end of the north aisle. It contains no image
or story. There is a decorative border but within it the glass is clear with
monochrome colour for decoration. The colours are neutral; grey or
brown was often used. If a silver compound was added, the firing in the
kiln caused an orange or yellow colour to appear in the glass. This is
apparent in this window.
There is no dedication in or by this window.
8.

Window dedications recorded

Dedications that are included under the windows are listed here as a
record, in alphabetical order. Brief background information is added
when this has been readily traceable. Please be aware some individuals
are commemorated by a wall plaque as well as a window, and that
different members of a family, especially the Barkers, are remembered
in several different windows, and plaques.
W. Allcard of Burton Closes, 1809-1861. William Allcard was the son
of John Allcard a wealthy Quaker banker who had Burton Closes
designed, built and furbished as a two bedroomed house by Paxton and
Augustus Pugin. William was a railway engineer in Warrington, where
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he was mayor twice. He worked with George Stephenson, and designed
railway viaducts. William employed Barry and E.W. Pugin to extend
Burton Closes. His widow dedicated the west wall window to William;
it shows Christ's baptism.
Harriet Ann Balston 1821 - 1893. Wife of Edward Balston. The 1893
dedication is for two windows 'in grateful acknowledgement of the
many good works.' The full dedication is written beneath the ascension
of Christ in the 'half' window on south aisle. The opposite window in
the chancel 'He is not here/he is risen' is also dedicated to Ann Balston.
Edward Balston D.D., 1817-1891 died age 74. Educated at Eton and
Kings College Cambridge. Assistant Master at Eton 1840, Headmaster
at Eton 1862-1868. Married Harriet Ann Carter daughter of Thomas
Carter, fellow of Eton. Edward was vicar of Bakewell 1869-1891,
archdeacon of Derby 1873-1891. He is buried at Eton. The east window
dedication to him is by 'parishioners and friends in the county.'
Susan Marianne Barker January 1836 - October 1889, wife of John
Edward Barker J.P. of Brooklands, Bakewell, previously known as East
Lodge. Susan was a widow who married John in 1860. John (born
1832) was an Etonian and barrister. The middle window on south side
of chancel 'feed my sheep' and 'baptism of first gentile' is dedicated to
Susan, probably by her husband who lived until August 1912.
Henry Frederick Barker 1840 - March 1887, also of Brooklands. He
was the son of John Henry Barker J.P., born 1806, Deputy Lieutenant.
Henry Frederick married Emily Openshaw Ewings of Burre House in
1878. The 'Sea of Galilee' window on south side of chancel is dedicated
to him.
John & Sarah Barker, and their 8 children. John (1769-1841) and Sarah
(1776-1859) lived at Castle Hill at the time of Queen Victoria's visit to
Bakewell. John, who became a lead merchant and was the younger
brother of Thomas Barker of Ashford Hall, was brought up at Bakewell
Hall. This was built by Thomas Bagshawe and later known as
Bagshawe Hall. The window was given by Edward and Helen Barker in
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1892. Edward was the husband of Susan Barker (see above) and Helen
(1831-1895) was his sister.
The dedicated window is in the centre of the north side of the
chancel showing, separately, the doubting Thomas and Abraham about
to sacrifice his son.
Thomas Alfred Barker M.D. January 1808 - October 1891. He was the
Chair of Clinical medicine at St. Thomas' hospital, London. He was the
second son of Thomas Barker of Ashford Hall. The Henry Holiday
window was dedicated to him by his wife and daughter.
Louise Blanche Foljambe died October 1871 aged 29 shortly after the
death of her second son. The window in the former chantry chapel in
the south aisle was dedicated by her husband Cecil George Saville
Foljambe. Louise was the eldest daughter of Frederick John Howard
and Lady Fanny Howard, who was the sister of 7th duke of Devonshire.
Cecil Foljambe (first Earl of Liverpool) is said to have erected 62
memorials in 38 churches (including Tideswell) to Louise. Later he had
11 children by his second wife Susan Louisa Cavendish. The Te Deum
window in the south aisle is dedicated to Louise and her son.
Frederick Compton Saville Foljambe, died August 1871, one day old.
Second son of Louise Blanche Foljambe who died six weeks later. This
son is Included in his father's dedication above to his mother.
Francis Gisborne 1822-1878 There is a plaque below the resurrection
window in the middle of the south aisle wall. It describes him only as
'of Holme Hall.' The 1861 census shows his father Thomas, a retired
diplomat in Russia, living there with his Russian wife and four
daughters. Francis inherited Holme Hall at his father's death in 1868
and on his own death in 1878 his wife Katherine inherited Holme Hall.
She may well have dedicated the window to Francis.
John Henry Manners, 5th duke of Rutland born 1778, died January
1857, age 79. He lived at Belvoir Castle. Previously Lord Roos and
Marquess of Granby, he married Lady Elizabeth, daughter of 5th earl of
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Carlisle and they had ten children. He was chiefly responsible for the
restoration of the church in the 1830s, and the total rebuilding of the
Newark. He laid the new foundation stone in 1841. He had previously
created the Rutland Arms and the new town centre. He was an owner
and breeder of thoroughbred racehorses. His most successful horse,
Cadland, won the Epsom Derby in 1828. His wife died in 1825, aged
45; he remained a widower for his remaining 32 years.
The window, showing alert and sleeping soldiers guarding Christ's
tomb, in the Vernon Chapel was paid for by subscriptions to his
memory. Perhaps this resurrection window is a reference to the
preservation of the tombs of his ancestors which were opened up and
then re-assembled in their present position in the Newark.
Lucy E. Nesfield, January 1812- November 1887, wife of Robert
Nesfield of Castle Hill. The dedicated window shows Dorcas (Tabitha),
widows and St Peter. It is to the west of the south porch and opposite
the Kempe window, dedicated later to her husband by their daughters.
Perhaps they saw Lucy as a dressmaker, seamstress and philanthropist
like Dorcas.
Robert William Mills Nesfield M.A. J.P. age 90, died 23, August 1905.
This is the Kempe window and it includes the shield of the Nesfield
family in the tracery lights above. The shield is repeated below the
scroll. Nesfield was the agent of dukes of Rutland for some 50 years.
Prominent in all local affairs he was the founder and first master of the
High Peak hunt, providing an appropriate association with St Hubert.
He brought a pack of Harriers from Belvoir and kennelled them on the
site now occupied by Bakewell golf club. He chaired the town's
celebrations at the 1863 marriage of the Prince of Wales and was
President of the Bakewell Horticultural Society in 1869. He
administered the trust overseeing Lady Manners School, including the
22 years when it was closed up to 1895. At the re-opening in 1896 he
was one of four governors who gave his name to a house in the school.
He was also chairman of the bench of magistrates.
The window was dedicated to him by his four daughters.
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Elizabeth Norris Slater, died November 1885 age 68. The north side
chancel window, closest to altar (the road to, and the supper at
Emmaus) was dedicated by her husband and children.
Agnes Simpson, April 1842- April 1895, wife of Major General
Simpson R.A. and daughter of .. (illegible). This dedication is below the
St. Agnes window.
Jacob Smith Walters, died 1864 - age 38. No other information found.
Dedication is of the middle lancet window in the Newark.
J.S.Walters, 1876 SRCC. No other information found. Dedication is of
the lancet window in Newark by the entrance into the church.
Jonathan Wilson Died February 1850, in his 33rd year. Inhabitant of
Bakewell, buried in his native town of Congleton. Dedicatory plaque,
accompanied a window in the south end of the Newark. The window
was by William Wailes of Newcastle but has since been lost, though the
plaque remains. This states his aim was the complete restoration of
Bakewell church.
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BAKEWELL’S PACKHORSE SALT WAY
FROM CHESHIRE TO CHESTERFIELD
Jan Stetka and David Greaves Wilbur
The previous journal of the Bakewell & District Historical Society,
no. 44, suggested, on page 39, that the function of our motte and bailey
castle may have been to monitor packhorse traffic to make sure that a
toll was paid for using the route through Bakewell and taxes were paid
on any sales made. This article expands that theme by considering the
most valuable commodity transported, salt, and the tolls applied to its
transportation. Our motte and bailey castle was constructed circa AD
1200, about the time that Bakewell was granted to Ralph Gernon whose
new manor house was called Moor Hall. So routes and prices for salt
are considered around that time.
The value of salt was high because it was only produced at a few
sites, and was necessary for local industries and human health. When
salt, the chemical sodium chloride, is consumed it dissolves to produce
charged ions, sodium(+) and chlorine(-). These enable our body to
produce the electrical pulses which travel from the brain through the
nervous system to activate the muscles chosen by our brain. Thus
without the requisite amount of salt (~ 250gm) we would not have
command over our bodies.
More salt would be needed in the medieval period when many
people earned their living through manual labour and lost salt through
perspiration. Even more would have been needed in the Roman period
when soldiers were trained to march long distances, build a defended
fort and go into battle the next day. Roman soldiers were partly paid in
salt; the word ‘soldier’ comes from the Latin sal dare meaning ‘to give
salt’ and from the same source we get the word ‘salary’. A soldier who
didn’t do his duty was said to be ‘not worth his salt’. Those who
performed outstandingly were ‘the salt of the earth’ and they sat ‘above
the salt’ in seating arrangements at a feast.
Salt was produced in three prime sites in Cheshire: from north to
south, Northwich, Middlewich and Nantwich. From these sites it was
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transported east about 10 miles across the Cheshire plane by ox cart to
Congleton. Here packhorse teams were assembled to take the salt
further east across the Pennines.
For salt being taken to Chesterfield via Bakewell, the route was:
- 10 miles east over the hills around Rushton Spencer and across the
head of the river Churnet (Rudyard Lake today) to the head of
Meerbrook (Tittesworth Reservoir today). The Meer provided suitable
grazing and water at the foot of the Roaches.
- 10 miles up the steep incline onto Morridge (moor edge) and east to
cross the River Manifold at Brund before descending to the River Dove
at Pilsbury. A broad shallow ford leads to ‘The Old Salt Way’ into
Pilsbury where there would have been good grazing.
- The route then climbs to the north east in order to avoid the steep
Lathkill dale. Before Monyash, it proceeds east again along the north
side of Lathkill dale and drops steeply into Bakewell where grazing and
water were available in Horsecroft Meadow. This section is about 8
miles. There is more about Bakewell later.
- Then the route climbs to the north east, past the motte and bailey, up
Bakewell edge and into Edensor. It crosses the river Derwent by the
mill ford and climbs north east behind Chatsworth village (A bridge to
Chatsworth house will be there 400 years later). At the top, the route
crosses part of the East Moors (now known as Gibbet Moor) to arrive at
Ashgate and hence to Saltergate in Chesterfield. So Bakewell to
Chesterfield was about 12 miles. More about accommodation for
horses and their drivers later.
Thus the total length of the packhorse salt-way from Congleton was
40 miles which would be ridden in four mornings, leaving afternoons
for grazing. So salt could be delivered monthly by one team or weekly
by a sequence of packhorse teams.
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Sites of salt production in the Cheshire Wiches

The map above shows the three Cheshire Wiches which sent salt to
Congleton for despatch by pack horse to the Peak District. The name
wich refers to an Anglo-Saxon settlement specialising in a trade other
than agriculture. It is derived from the Latin vicus which referred to
British trading settlements attached to Roman forts, for instance at Brough
in the Hope Valley.

Brough is, of course, derived from the Anglo-Saxon word burh for
fort, as at Burton by Bakewell, which brings us to an ancient
relationship between Bakewell and Congleton. The Bakewell burh was
built in AD920. The warriors there saw action in AD921 when the
Vikings from York bypassed us and raided Davenport near Congleton.
The Vikings were defeated by warriors from the surrounding burhs, but
Davenport was destroyed and Congleton grew to be the main market
town in the area. Ironically Viking is derived from Vik-ing = the
traders.
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Mediaeval salt making –
an exhibit at the Northwich Salt Museum

About 200 million years ago the dip that is now the Cheshire plain
was under the sea. Upthrust subsequently established the area as land,
but underneath it still had deposits of sand and salty water. Excavations
have revealed brine kilns and lead salt pans several feet square,
indicating a major roman industry. Middlewich was named Salinae.
Roman production methods were simple; saturated brine from natural
springs was evaporated in open lead pans over a fire to retrieve the salt
crystals. This continued throughout the medieval period.

Salt house evaporating brine
& loading salt on to a cart or packhorse
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The Domesday Book gives considerable space to the Wiches. They
had brine pits from which brine was conveyed to holding-butts in
salthouses, there being a total of 22 such houses. There were normally
six evaporation pans in each salthouse. So across all Wiches there were
132 evaporating pans working two shifts. Here the brine was boiled
down over wooden fires. The salt crystallizing from the brine was raked
out and drained in woven baskets to produce blocks of salt.
Each day the Wiches were producing 17 horse-loads so in a six-day
week they could produce 105 horse-loads. The Domesday records add
up to 5000 horse-loads per annum. This is equivalent to 48 weeks x 105
loads/wk. So the workers had 20 days holidays (holy days) pa. We are
told that the 5000 horse-loads produced per year were worth £250. So
each load was worth 12 silver pence. From the £250, 5% tax (£12 10s)
was rendered to the Earl of Chester and 10% tax (£25) to the King. In
addition, the Earl received tolls.
The retail price of salt
From the above, the production price of salt at Domesday time was
12 silver pence (d) per horse-load. To that is to be added 2d in
production tax, 1d toll for use of roads within Cheshire and 1d in sales
tax at market or at distributors. This gives a total cost price of 16d.
With a 25% mark-up to cover handling, that would sell for 20d within
Cheshire where salt is plentiful.
A pack-horse carried a hundredweight in each side pannier; that is a
total of 240 lbs. So locally you could buy 240lb for 20d, i.e.12 lb of salt
for a silver penny. Four day’s travel away in Chesterfield we need to
add 7p per horse-load for transport and tolls making 27d for 240lb, i.e.
9lb of salt for a silver penny. This agrees with a Chatsworth record
which showed a one-third mark-up on Cheshire prices for delivery by
packhorse to Chatsworth.
We now need to scale up the price of salt from Domesday to today.
The standard work showing the cycles in commodity prices across the
last 1,000 years is The Great Wave: Price Revolutions and the Rhythm
of History by David Hackett Fisher (1996, Oxford University Press). It
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shows that commodity prices increased a little between Domesday and
AD1200, our reference date, but then increased 2000 fold by today.
So, scaled to today’s prices, the price of Wiches salt sold in
Chesterfield in the Norman period was 27d x 2000, that is £225 per
horse-load wholesale. This is £225 / 240lb wholesale or £1 per lb retail
at today’s prices. Today salt sells for only 50p per lb, showing the
economy of scale and transport saving achieved in the last thousand
years.
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My graph above of commodity price inflation based on ‘The Great
Wave’ (beware the logarithmic scale) shows that the period when prices
have increased most rapidly is during our life time since we left the
gold standard.
The value of goods on packhorses
A packhorse train consisted of an average of 20 small ‘Galloway’
ponies, later used in coal mines. Each horse could carry 120 pounds in
each of two panniers. In the previous section we saw that if salt was
being carried it was worth 24 silver pence per horse-load. So the train
would be carrying goods worth £0.1 x 20 = £2 of silver. This was at a
time when £2 would buy a herd of cattle.
Such value warrants protection against theft and maintenance of a
sound route to get to market for the appointed day. Protection against
theft was provided by men at arms who were based in motte and bailey
castles. The maintenance of sound routes was the responsibility of
Earls and underneath them Lords of Manors. But for that service a toll
of about ½ d per horse was levied by each manor. That equates to 10
silver pence for each packhorse train passing through Bakewell, a
considerable income even when it was shared with the Earl and the
King.
Our packhorse train had paid its toll in Cheshire, but would be
subject to tolls entering Staffordshire, Derbyshire at Pilsbury and the
Peak District in Bakewell. It would also be subject to sales tax when it
sold its goods at market or to a distributor. So it would have to pay 2d
per horse on goods worth 24d. Perhaps double that was paid for
grazing and overnight accommodation, thus adding 25% to the sales
price.
One can now see the role of the men at arms at castles to be
enforcers of tax collection as well as protectors of the packhorse train
en-route. The tower on the motte at Bakewell would have a
commanding view over the settlement to check if goods were being
sold. However, the Dove valley around Pilsbury has many twists,
which perhaps explains why there are several mottes to monitor all
possible selling points.
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The packhorse route from Congleton to Bakewell
It is now time to move from financial considerations to the physical
aspects of the packhorse route.

The first day’s route from Congleton was 10 miles east over the hills
around Rushton Spencer and across the head of the river Churnet
(Rudyard Lake today) to the head of Meerbrook (Tittesworth Reservoir
today). The meer here provided suitable grazing and water just as the
pub here provides a suitable watering hole for salt way explorers today.
The gradients are gentle, but well drained, so you find modern roads
have followed the original packhorse route.
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The second day starts with the steep incline, 800 ft in two miles from
Upper Hulme to Morridge (moor edge). The building at the top is
currently called the Mermaid Inn. The mermaid pool is the black spot
to the left of the road where it bends left to the north of the Inn. Both
the house and the pool used to be named Blake Meer meaning black
pool. Note that the packhorse route went straight up as it bound to the
east. Roads, however, skirt the ascent as they connect valley
settlements. The packhorse route continued to the south east corner and
then east across the Staffordshire moorland. It crossed the River
Manifold at Brund before descending to the River Dove at Pilsbury.
There, a broad shallow ford led on to ‘The Old Salt Way’ and into
Pilsbury village with good grazing along the valley. However, you are
being watched from mottes, one with a double bailey.
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The packhorse route enters Bakewell
As the packhorse train descends Monyash road into Bakewell there
was a toll to pay for use of the route through to Chesterfield,
presumably at the manorial hall of which no trace now remains. But
there are many ways of trying to locate where this was: historical,
archaeological, functional and by association with surviving buildings.
The most comprehensive history is Bakewell Manorial Records by
W.A. Carrington, archivist at Haddon Hall, who was buried in Bakewell
cemetery in 1904. On page 76 he tells us that ‘Gernon Hall or Moor
Hall occurs frequently in the Bakewell Charters. It is first mentioned
there in 1282, but how long it had been in existence there is not known.
The last male heir of that line, Sir John Gernon, died in 1384 when the
manor of Bakewell passed to his daughter Margret.’
It appears that the Gernons had the hall built when they were
awarded the manor of Bakewell circa AD1200. It was probably called
Gernon Hall then, but Moor Hall was passed down through daughters
with various married names who were all absentee landlords. The
Gernons also probably had our motte and bailey castle built and much
land enclosed, from the Bakewell moor, which was known as Moorhall
field, their demesne land within Bakewell’s open field system.
Carrington says ‘the Hall stood about a mile westward of the town of
Bakewell. There were still some vestiges of it standing in 1800. It
stood on Moor Hall Close, according to British Museum manuscript
6669, page 177.’ This is a Harley manuscript in gothic cursive from
circa AD1400.
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Carrington then provides transcriptions of the charters by which Sir
Henry Vernon Knight acquired the manor of Bakewell in AD1497. As
well as controlling all land through his role as lord of the manor, he
acquired fifty acres of plough land and hundreds of acres of pasture and
moorland for his private use. This may well be the land attached to
Moor Hall.
This is as far as Carrington’s history can take us; so we now need to
look at the archaeology of Moor Hall Close.

To the left of the modern curving Monyash road you can see the
edges of the old Monyash road which did not curve because it went
straight out of Bakewell (which is to the east) up the hill side onto
Bakewell Moor (which is to the west). In the upper part of the
photograph you can see barns which are on the Portway which runs to
the north-west. The Portway seems to have a dogleg where it crosses
the Monyash road because it runs along the wall with the bright tree.
However, extend this wall and you can see that it originally curved
towards the barns.
To the right hand side of the wall with the bright tree is Moor Hall
Close. There is an old barn in the left hand corner of the close where
the Portway met the Monyash road. John Barnatt, chief archaeologist
for the Bakewell Archaeology Survey in 2002, thinks it may once have
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been occupied at this important junction of the Portway and the
Monyash road.

Barnatt’s Archaeological Plan of Moor Hall Close shows features of
ploughing an Open Field system in all areas except area 5, possible sites
of outbuildings, hollow-ways and yards with dappled area to the east
showing land built over. This is likely to be the site of Moor Hall since
it is in Moor Hall Close.
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Functional analysis of proposed site of Moor Hall
The purpose of Bakewell manor house was to control Bakewell’s
main asset, its Open Field system. This consists of meadows to supply
hay, plough land where corn is grown and grazing for cattle and sheep.
In Bakewell, the meadows were on the flood plain, the plough land was
on a terrace, well drained and sheltered from the westerly winds and
ample grazing was on the moors. So the site of Moor Hall, being in the
middle of the terrace, was fit for its purpose.
It had good communications to the N, S, E and W. It had facilities
around it, like water flowing into a mere, the remains of which are at
plan point 1. When it was sited, circa AD1200, the climate was good
for all farming activities. It had been throughout the Anglo-Saxon
period as evidenced by Domesday and would be until the cold wet 14th
century and the Little Ice Age around 1700.
Moor Hall would need a large barn to store its demesne produce and
a tythe of all other produce. The remains of such a barn still stand
about 500yds from Moor Hall along the Portway to the north. It is
appropriately called Moor Barn. The deeds to the barn go back to
AD1600 when the land was called an ‘allotment’, not in the modern
sense, but presumably allotted to a new holder when Moor Hall ceased
to be the manor house.
As regards packhorses, they would be able to drink at the mere after
their journey from Pilsbury. The packman paid the toll for their
overnight stay at Horsecroft meadow, now centred on Rutland
recreation grounds, and their route to Chesterfield the next day. The
next illustration shows a packman paying a toll when passing a bridge
in the 15th century. It is from a painted window in Tournay cathedral.
In Bakewell there may have been a pedestrian bridge as the foundation
charter for the church in AD927 exempts the church from paying
towards the maintenance of the bridge. But fords need maintenance as
well.
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No contemporary illustrations of English packhorses have been
found, even though packhorses were used throughout the medieval
period. They were probably similar to the two French horses illustrated
in the lower left with no reins but back and side packs.
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Possible salt way routes from Pilsbury to Bakewell
Present day Pilsbury is a tiny hamlet 2 miles north of Hartington in
the valley of the River Dove on the Derbyshire-Staffordshire border.
Just 550 yards further north is Pilsbury Castle, a significant medieval
motte with unusual twin baileys. The extensive earthworks at Pilsbury
Castle probably date from circa AD1200, but could occupy an earlier
defensive site.
In a paper entitled ‘Pilsbury: a Forgotten Castle’ in the Derbyshire
Archaeological Journal Vol. 126 (2006) by N. Landon it is suggested
that the earthworks visible today are typical of those associated with a
Norman timber castle and geophysical surveys found no evidence of
any stonework. The Domesday Book (1086) mentions Pilsbury, but not
the castle. Whilst the authors of the 2006 work carried out an extensive
literature search they found no direct references to a castle at Pilsbury;
they have, however, narrowed down the likely construction to between
1069-70 (King William I’s ‘Harrying of the North’) and the first half of
the 12th century during the ‘Anarchy’ period of Stephen and Matilda.
The date when the fortification was abandoned is uncertain, but a small
amount of living accommodation may have remained.
The River Dove, at the time the site was likely to have been
occupied, was the boundary between lands (and salt assets) of the Earl
of Chester (on the west) and the Earl of Derby (on the east). It was a
period when loyalties of the two, during the Anarchy, were at odds. The
combination of the ownership boundary, a raised rocky knoll above the
flood plain, a major north-south route along the eastern bank of the
Dove and the proximity of an important east-west trackway and ford
just a third of a mile to the south, make the location of Pilsbury Castle
here particularly well sited. Not only would any raised structure on the
motte provide a view of the river crossing, but the approach from the
west over the ridge and down the east-facing valley side could be
watched and way-leave tolls for passage eastwards to Bakewell and
beyond could be easily monitored and imposed. Fodder and water could
have been provided for the packhorses and security for their valuable
cargos within the two baileys. Their handlers, the jaggers, might have
found food and shelter here, if staying overnight. The connection of
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Pilsbury with the salt trail is suggested by the local name of ‘The Old
Salt Way’ for Marty Lane, a still-used track leading from the River
Manifold crossing at Brund down to the ford over the River Dove at
Pilsbury.
Possible medieval salt ways from Pilsbury to Bakewell.
If we accept the premise that Pilsbury acted as a staging post and
toll-collecting centre on a medieval salt way from Cheshire across the
Peak District, we need to consider in a little more detail which route, or
routes, they may have taken. The distance ‘as the crow flies’ from
Pilsbury [Location 1 (see Map 1)] ENE-wards to Bakewell [loc 20 (see
Map 2)] is 7½ miles and probably closer to 10 miles along any practical
route; enough for a comfortable day’s packhorse travel.
For the packhorse trains travelling eastwards Pilsbury marks the spot
where the ground underfoot changes from the soft, muddy and wet soils
in the west to the thin, better-drained soils covering the limestones of
the Peak District plateau as far as Bakewell. For this reason, clear
evidence of potential medieval routes in the form of hollow ways is
generally indistinct or non-existent between Pilsbury and Bakewell.
Furthermore, routes are likely to have varied over time due to many
factors such as land ownership, outlaws and trading opportunities on
one hand and ground conditions, seasons and weather on the other. This
would be particularly true across the relatively featureless expanse of
mostly open common and scrubland which then existed on the high
limestone plateau, but slightly less so when confined to narrow, dry
valleys. Whilst the latter would have provided shelter from the elements
it would have given opportunities for ambush and theft. Consequently,
the specific packhorse routes suggested below have been formulated by
trying to envisage, in the absence of any clear documentary or physical
evidence, what feasible route(s) there might have been 800-900 years
ago. For convenience of description the journey from Pilsbury to
Bakewell has been divided into three sections along with alternatives.
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Western Section - Pilsbury to Ricklow Dale
(See Western Section Map 1.)
a) Possible northern route (via Monyash) (2.9miles).
Leaving Pilsbury [loc 1] at a height of 820ft AOD the initial direction
of travel is likely to have been SSE for approximately 1100yds
climbing diagonally up the steep eastern side of the Dove valley to a
height of 1180ft just to the south of the present day Pilsbury Lodge [loc
2]. From this point the conjectured northern route might have followed
the line of the present minor road for 1½ miles to Endmoor [loc 3] close
to where the B5055 road to Monyash crosses the A515. Continuing to
head eastwards from Endmoor the salt way would cross ‘The Street’,
the Roman road from Buxton (Aquae Arnemetiae) to Derby. It would
then follow the present road, the B5055 leading gently downhill into
Monyash village [loc 5]. This road is known locally as Tagg Lane [loc
4] and is described as a ‘known 14th century track’ in ‘Monyash: the
making of a Derbyshire village’ by Robert Johnston and Shirley
Johnston (2010). St Leonard’s Church in Monyash is believed to date
from the early 12th century which would make it contemporary with the
probable date of Pilsbury Castle. The meers in Monyash could have
been a useful and reliable source of water for the packhorses when
taking this route; particularly during the summer having just traversed
dry limestone uplands. In the village, the salt way would have formed a
crossroad with ‘Derby Lane’ an ancient north-south road between
Derby and Manchester. Leaving Monyash, the trail would have then
crossed the dryer, upper part of Lathkill Dale before joining up with a
postulated alternative southern route (see below) at the top of Ricklow
Dale [loc 11] near Ringham Low tumulus [loc12]. Ringham Low may
have provided the packhorse trains with a distinctive way mark in an
otherwise rather featureless upland limestone plateau.
b) Possible Southern Route (avoiding Monyash) (5miles).
This route would leave Pilsbury Castle [loc 1] initially in a similar
direction to the Northern Route (above) but, having reached a height of
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990ft, veer more directly eastwards along a sheltered and shallow valley
(conveniently with a large pond) [loc 6] and on to the present day
Vincent House before turning northwards past Darley Farm and Moscar
Farm towards the Benty Grange tumulus [loc 8]. The latter may have
provided a useful landmark at 1227ft, the highest point on the section.
The trail would then have followed a still-existing, narrow green lane
crossing ‘The Street’ Roman road as far as ‘The Rake’, the local name
for the road between Monyash and Parsley Hay. ‘The Rake’ is
considered by Johnston and Johnston to be a ‘known 14th century track’.
From this point the possible route of the salt way is even more
uncertain, but may have proceeded ENE-wards across what was open
common land, to ‘Derby Lane’ (mentioned above) approximately 1mile
south of Monyash. The crossing point of Derby Lane [loc 9] may have
been close to the existing guide stoop, probably erected at the beginning
of the 18th century. This is also the route of the Salt Way postulated by
Johnston and Johnston, and by Dodd and Dodd (2000). The potential
southern track is now presented with a significant obstacle ahead that is
the steep-sided and deep Lathkill Dale. To overcome or mitigate this
obstacle, the trail is likely to have followed northwards the gently
sloping, shallow valley of Fern Dale [loc 10]. However, on reaching
the intersection with Lathkill Dale the packhorse train would have
encountered a steep valley side directly ahead. The most likely route
then would be to turn right and eastwards down the dale for around
275yds to where Ricklow Dale [loc 11] could have provided a
northwards exit from the increasing confinement of Lathkill Dale. It is
important to remember that this intersection of the two valleys would
have looked very different from today as the area is now covered by
waste rock from the former Ricklow Quarry. The upper reaches of
Ricklow Dale look not unlike a hollow way, but the same route may
have been used and developed in recent times by quarry transport to
gain access to the Monyash to Bakewell main road. At the top of
Ricklow Dale the Salt Way would then need to turn right and east
towards Bakewell.
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Central Section - Ricklow to Melbourne Farm (1.75miles). (See
Central and Eastern Section Map 2.)
In medieval times this upland, gently undulating area of the limestone
plateau, must have often been pretty bleak and featureless. Travellers
may have required visual landmarks such as the ancient tumuli on
Burton Moor [loc 15] or nearby Grind Low [loc 21] when proceeding
eastwards and perhaps Ringham Low [loc12] when travelling in the
opposite direction. The most likely position of the salt way in this
section would lie just to the south of the modern Monyash to Bakewell
road the B5055, and may well have occupied a broad swath of land
unconfined by surface features. After passing the southern end of Green
Lane near Haddon Grove Farm [loc 13] the
suggested route would coincide with the old Bakewell to Monyash road
outlined in J. Barnatt’s ‘The Bakewell Archaeological Survey’ 2002
passing through what is now Melbourne Farm [loc 14].
Eastern Section - Melbourne Farm to Bakewell.
(See Central and Eastern Section Map 2.)
a) Northern Route (via Moor Hall [loc 17]) to Bakewell (2.2miles).
The suggested northern track is a fairly direct line eastwards following
the route of the old Monyash to Bakewell road described by Barnatt
(2002). It crosses Burton Moor following the ancient parish boundary
between Bakewell and Over Haddon. Three extant early 19th century
boundary stone markers just east of Melbourne Farm [loc 14] lie on this
line and some early 19th century field enclosure boundaries here may
have been shaped to accommodate the pre-existing medieval trackway.
As the old Monyash road descends off the limestone plateau, above
where the fork off the modern B5055 leads to Over Haddon, it is here
around Moor Edge Plantation [loc 16] and Severn Trent Water’s tank
that Barnatt’s survey picks up the first clear evidence of hollow ways
formed by medieval traffic climbing up the scarp from the elevated
river terrace in the vicinity of Bank Top House and Lady Manner’s
School up towards Burton Moor. There is an increase in elevation here
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of 200ft from around 670ft to 870ft AOD in less than 1/2 a mile. It
would be on this flatter ground of the river terrace that the Salt Way
proceeding towards Bakewell would cross the ancient ‘Portway’ [loc
17]. This major intersection of these two trade routes would appear to
have been a favourable location for the Lords of the Manor (the
Gernons) to site their manor house, Moor Hall. Barnatt’s 2002
archaeological survey supports this view with field evidence of possible
buried structures in the vicinity of ‘The Firs’. From this point it is likely
that the way to the River Wye crossing in Bakewell would have been
much the same as it is today, down Monyash Road [loc 18] and South
Church Street. It should be born in mind that in medieval times, markets
and most of the habitation would have been concentrated on the higher
ground around All Saints’ Parish Church and The Old House.
Bakewell’s motte and bailey [loc 20] would have been finally reached
after crossing the flood plain and the river [loc 19] before climbing up
the opposite bank of the valley.
b) Southern Route via Burton (medieval village [loc 23]) to Bakewell
(2.5miles)
A possible additional or alternative way for the salt traders approaching
Bakewell might have been achieved by bearing right and directly
eastwards around Melbourne Farm [loc 14] and heading towards the
tumulus at Grind Low [loc21], south of Burton Moor and down the
steep dry valley beneath Ditch Cliff. By this means, they might avoid
Bakewell and the Castle Hill tolls before travelling on towards Ball
Cross, Edensor and Chatsworth.
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The red alternative route is shorter but may have had a financial penalty
if tolls were charged in Monyash.
LIST OF LOCATIONS ON MAP 1 AND MAP 2
1. Pilsbury Motte and Bailey Castle
2. Pilsbury Lodge
3. Endmoor
4. Tagg Lane
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5. Monyash village
6. ‘Meer Valley’
7. Vincent House
8. Benty Grange Tumulus
9. Derby Lane Guide Stoop
10. Fern Dale
11. Ricklow Dale
12. Ringham Low Tumulus
13. Haddon Grove Farm/Green Lane
14. Melbourne House
15. Burton Moor tumulus
16. Moor Edge Plantations
17. Moor Hall(?) and Portway
18. Monyash Road
19. Bakewell Bridge/ford(?)
20. Bakewell Motte and Bailey
21. Grind Low Tumulus
22. Portway/Shutts Farm
23. Burton Medieval Village(?)
24. The Yeld
25. Burton Closes
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From Bakewell to Gibbet Moor
Opposite Bakewell ford a packhorse way ascended Castle Hill.
Houses now block it until the way emerges by the side of the motte.
Then the way is obscured by modern development until it emerges the
other side of Station Road. It was slabbed to form a causeway and
some stones still exist today. It used to run through a quarry, but then
trees were planted to soften its appearance.
The fact that the motte tower seems not to have been built of stone
from the quarry suggests it was for observation rather than defence.
At the hill top is a cross road called Ball Cross where a round shafted
Anglian cross stood when the motte was built in AD1200. Straight
over, the road continues until a stone stoop directs you to Chesterfield
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or Sheffield. It was erected 500 years later than the motte, so is it valid
to determine the way taken in the year 1200? I think so, because in both
times travellers were trying to solve the same problem: how do we cross
the River Derwent?
The way leads to Edensor. But that was not the only community
listed at Domesday. Three farming communities were listed and you
can still see the ridge and furrow of their plough land. They had a joint
mill on the other side of the Derwent so had a means of crossing it well
before the motte or Chatsworth existed.

This map re-caps the route out of Bakewell.
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‘o’ is where the Anglian cross stood with a round shaft.
‘S’ is where the stone guide stoop stands, see below
‘U’ is the road from Edensor to the medieval bridge
‘H’ is a holloway ascending to Gibbet moor, see below
‘B’ are holloways to bridges the other side of the moor

Guide stoop at ‘S’

The holloway (H) ascended the bank to
the east of the river crossing near ‘A’ to
arrive on to Gibbet moor. The Robin
Hood pub is where the old Chesterfield
road separates from the new
Chesterfield road. The holloway
crossed the valley of the new road using
a bridge half way between the Robin
Hood and Eastmoor. Then it used the
dark green valley to climb to an ‘X’
shaped intersection on the old
Chesterfield Road.
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Gibbet Moor to Eastmoor

Here are guide stoops confirming the route.
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Eastmoor to Chesterfield

The aerial views above show the old road to Chesterfield from north
Eastmoor through Old Brampton and south Ashgate. The packhorse
train would then finally enter Chesterfield along Saltergate as shown on
the lower map. All these communities existed at Domesday so we can
be confident that this route existed at our target date of AD1200. It is
the most direct way from Bakewell to Chesterfield.
However other routes are possible and were indeed used. As
Chatsworth became more exclusive, packhorse trains came via Baslow
or Beeley. There are also salt names at Tideswell and Matlock.
Packhorse trains also served Chesterfield with salt from the north and
south. Chesterfield needed salt for its saltglaze pottery and iron works,
for the making of butter and cheese and meat preservation, as well as
for men perspiring in its hot industries.
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The first recorded mention of Saltergate is in the 13th century,
although it existed earlier for the name is Viking in origin. The
packmen stayed at Packer’s Row in the Shambles, built at a similar
date. The horses grazed in fields sited where the market is today, first
used as a market place in the 14th century. Saltergate is the road along
which salt was carried from Cheshire and along which salt dealers were
established. It points directly to the old market place at Holy Well.
Packhorses would be carrying many commodities other than salt on
the route from Cheshire to Chesterfield through Bakewell. The return
route would also be well loaded, picking up lead in Bakewell for salt
pans and general building use in Cheshire.
David Hey in Packmen, Carriers and Packhorse Roads, 1980,
reckons that a conservative estimate of the number of packhorses per
day using this route is 100. (David Hey was a former president of our
Historical Society.) As well as the tolls on goods being carried,
Bakewell Manor would benefit from sales. David Hey explains that
anyone wishing to trade within the manor would have to buy an annual
trader’s licence. The cost of the licence was 2 shillings in AD1563
equivalent to £200 today. In one year 318 such licences were issued to
trade in the manor of Bakewell worth about £60,000. The income from
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packhorse tolls can be estimated in today’s money as an average of 100
horses/day @ £4 = £400/day = £140,000 pa. So the manor’s income
from tolls and trade was about £200,000 pa, sufficient enough to
maintain the motte and bailey castle.

Conclusion
The motte provided an observation tower to monitor movement and
trade throughout Bakewell and a police force to ensure that packhorse
‘jaggers’ paid their tolls and were licensed to trade in Bakewell in the
market or otherwise.
This police force ensured fair trade because traders had to deposit a
bond against bad behaviour. It also discouraged theft of packhorse
goods; the penalty was hanging. There really was a gibbet on the moor
where packhorse routes can be seen today.
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THE INHABITED MEDIEVAL VILLAGE OF SMERRILL.
Lynn Burnet
Introduction
The deserted medieval village of Smerrill is situated about 1.2 km
south of Middleton by Youlgreave, (Grid Reference SK 20054 61855).
On the Ordnance Survey 1:25000 White Peak map the text
indicating the site is located on the eastern side of the field that
actually contains the earthworks. The site is within the parish of
Middleton and Smerrill adjacent to the boundary with the parish of
Gratton. It lies at an altitude of 230 metres and is located on the edge of
a steep-sided dale at the bottom of which runs Rowlow Brook. At the
western side of the site is the grade II listed farmhouse of Smerrill
Grange, which dates from the late 16th century.
The name Smerrill (with its various spellings of Smerril, Smerehul,
Smerhul, Smerrell) is derived from the Old English smeoru, meaning
fat, grease or lard and hyll, a hill.1 The first element alludes to rich
pasture where butter is produced and the land belonging to Smerrill
Grange today is indeed rich limestone pasture. Given that the placename elements are Old English the hill was probably known as Smerrill
before the village was established in the 12th or 13th century. The land
would be within the jurisdiction of the manor of Middleton. In the
Domesday Book of 1086 the manor of Middleton is described as waste,
that is, not in cultivation, and there is no mention of Smerrill.
Clive Hart considers Smerrill an outstanding example of a deserted
medieval village. In his North Derbyshire Archaeological Survey it is
described as a large settlement of at least 17 homesteads with a moated
site or manor house and there is an aerial photograph illustrating its
linear-street form.2
The site of Smerrill medieval village is a Scheduled Ancient
Monument. To quote from the listing: The settlement is laid out on a
linear arrangement along a central track which runs south east to north
west. ... Earthworks either side of the central track define a series of
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rectangular crofts or enclosures laid out at right angles to the track. The
crofts are defined by linear, grass covered banks which represent the
buried remains of walls. The banks survive up to a height of
approximately 1m and short sections of walling are visible in a few
exposed places. Most of the crofts contain at least one raised,
rectangular platform which is defined by grass covered banks. These
represent the sites of medieval buildings which, in most cases, lie
adjacent, and parallel, to the track. The buildings vary in size but in
many cases doorways and internal partition walls can be identified from
the earthworks.3
The village has not been excavated although Thomas Bateman of
Middleton spent a day digging there in 1844. He reported finding a
series of hut foundations, all rectangular and whose 'dimensions varied
from about four yards square to eight or ten. .... In some the aperture for
entrance was visible; all had been built of limestone without mortar and
each possessed a smooth natural flooring of rock'. It appears that
Bateman found no medieval artefacts. 4
Origins
From these descriptions it is clear that the buildings stood on stone
foundations, most likely with a timber-framed superstructure. This kind
of construction dates from no earlier than the 13th century; previously
houses were supported by timbers set into post holes in the ground. The
earthworks therefore are the remains of a village built some time after
1200. It was deliberately planned, with enclosures laid out
perpendicularly either side of a main street, and the man responsible
would be the lord of the manor of Middleton.
The village was almost certainly occupied by 1230. Around the
middle of the 12th century the chapel at Middleton was given to
Leicester abbey along with the Church of All Saints, Youlgreave and its
other chapels at Gratton, Stanton, Elton and Winster.5 The gift means
that the abbey received one tenth of all the harvested cereals and hay
(the great tithe) and a tenth of all the wool and lambs produced. The
abbot returned a portion of the tithe to pay for a vicar to serve
Youlgreave church and its five chapels. A history of Leicester abbey
states that around 1230 the vicar's income included two thirds of the
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great tithe from Smerrill.6 This is significant for two reasons, first it
tells us that around 1230 cereals were being grown at Smerrill
suggesting that peasants were living nearby and second, the monastery
associated with Smerrill was the Abbey of St. Mary of the Meadows,
Leicester, the same abbey that owned Meadow Place Grange near Over
Haddon.
Inhabitants
In the 1290s the lord of the manor of Middleton was Richard of
Harthill and a younger son of the Harthill family was likely to have
been the occupier of the principal house in Smerrill. Smerrill's peasants
(villeins) lived under the feudal system, toiling on their strips of arable
in the village's open fields and grazing their animals on common
pastures. Their lord provided them with their messuage (homestead)
and their strips in return for their rents and services. This share of arable
land was notionally the area that could be ploughed by one ox in one
year and was known as an oxgang. In some parts of England it was as
small as 10 acres while in others it could be as large as 18 acres,
depending on the soil quality and ease of cultivation.
We can get a glimpse of life in the village of Smerrill at the end of
the 13th century from some published charters.7 One of these indicates
that a holding at Smerrill in 1272 was worth £18. A certain Gilbert of
Smerrill had a son, John, who hired a champion, William of Heynton.
William was to receive 12 marks (£9) if he proved John's right in some
unspecified dispute and meanwhile, as security for the reward, he was
given a charter entitling him to a half share in a messuage with ten acres
at Smerrill. Another charter is fascinating for the details it gives of a
peasant family living in Smerrill in 1292. Thomas, son of Nicholas of
Smerrill gave one of his villeins and the messuage in Smerrill where the
villein lived, together with the 12 acres of land he worked and his rights
of common, to Robert, son of Hugh of Ashbourne. The name of the
villein was Robert Dyote and it was not only Robert who was to have a
new owner but also his sons Ralf, Elyas and Nicholas and his daughter
Agnes, as well as all their children born or to be born and all the
chattels the family had and would have in the future. As far as Robert
Dyote and his family were concerned, they would continue to live and
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work at Smerrill but all their rents, services and profits would go to
Robert of Ashbourne instead of to Thomas of Smerrill. On Robert
Dyote's death his heir, Ralf, would have made a payment, called a
heriot, to Robert of Ashbourne before he was allowed to take over the
house and land. The heriot would have been paid in kind, in the form of
Robert Dyote's best beast.
A third charter describes the gift in 1304 of a messuage and oxgang
in Smerrill by the same Robert of Ashbourne to a grandson of Walter of
Middleton and Isolda his wife. This messuage and land is described as
having been previously acquired from Nicholas of Smerrill. Assuming
this was the same property that Robert of Ashbourne received in 1292
the oxgang in the gift was 12 acres. This relatively small acreage
reflects the level of difficulty of cultivation in this part of Derbyshire.
One of the witnesses to the charter was 'Johanne clerico de Smerehull'.
This John might have been a clergyman or simply a man with
administrative responsibilities. The former would suggest that there
might have been a private chapel at the principal house in Smerrill.
Life must have been tolerable in Smerrill in the 13th century. The
climate was milder than it is today, making agriculture possible at
higher altitudes. Severe winters were infrequent and summers were
warm and dry; harvests were bountiful and between 1100 and 1300
England's population almost doubled. However, Smerrill was not
ideally located because of the difficulty of getting water. Up on the
limestone hillside there was no surface water, the nearest source being
the brook at the bottom of a steep, 30m-deep ravine. It is unlikely that
there was a well; until Smerrill Grange was connected to the water main
in the 20th century it relied on captured rainwater stored in a cistern; it
has no well.
The peasants of Middleton had easier access to water, but as the
population increased during the 12th century, it would have been
necessary to take into cultivation more and more land around the
village. Long, narrow enclosures shown on the 1:25000 Ordnance
Survey map are evidence that Middleton's open fields were largely on
its southern side. The village is close to the boundary with Youlgreave
to the north and Gratton to the east and to the south is a deep, steepsided valley, all limiting expansion of cultivation in those directions.
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Westerly expansion was probably limited by a large area of sheep
pasture belonging to Leicester abbey. A solution to the problem of
feeding an increasing population would be for the lord of the manor to
establish a new settlement up on the hill of Smerrill, within easy reach
of fertile, cultivable land. The 1:25000 OS map shows fossilised
medieval field boundaries in a former open field to the south of the
deep valley of Kenslow Wood and west of Smerrill. This open field
would have been much easier to access with oxen and ploughs from the
new village than from Middleton. The highest fields on this hillside are
above 300m but in the equable climate of the time, crops could be
grown at this altitude.
Decline and desertion
The new century would bring hardship to Ralf, Elyas, Nicholas,
Agnes and their children. First, there was a rapid deterioration in the
climate. During the winter of 1309-10 the river Thames in London was
covered in ice so thick that people were able to walk on it and when it
thawed ice floes destroyed bridges. What the weather was like in the
high and exposed village of Smerrill that year isn't recorded but can be
imagined. Then came rain and more rain. Between 1315 and 1322
harvests failed year after year and famine killed about a million English
people, a sixth of the population. After that came disease. In the 1320s
millions of animals died of cattle plague and then, in 1349, the Black
Death arrived in Derbyshire. It's estimated that the national population
halved between 1300 and 1370.
In the later years of the 14th century lack of manpower meant that
peasants were more easily able to escape the shackles of feudalism and
move away from marginal environments such as Smerrill to more
favourable settlements where vacancies were waiting to be filled. Many
probably relocated from Smerrill to Middleton but at least one family
took up residence in Youlgreave where farmer Robert Smerhull and his
wife were assessed for the Poll Tax in 1381.8
In 1383 the authorities in Derbyshire desired to appoint seven 'most
discreet and upright men' to collect taxes known as tenths and
fifteenths. Two of the men chosen were Thurstan atte Bowe of
Baucwell (Bakewell) and William Wodeward of Smerehull.9 This
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suggests that at least one house at Smerrill was still occupied in 1383.
At this period inherited surnames were only just becoming common.
If William himself wasn't a woodward then a recent ancestor had been.
The Harthills of Middleton would employ a woodward to supervise all
aspects of maintaining the productivity of their woods. William was
evidently considered to be a trustworthy man capable of collecting
taxes, probably over the whole area of Wirksworth Wapentake, in
which Middleton and Smerrill lie.
As the climate deteriorated in the 14th century and available man
power decreased, former arable land was turned over to sheep pasture.
The value of the vicar of Youlgreave's two-thirds share of the great
tithes of Smerrill would have declined considerably since 1230 and in
1470 the abbot of St. Mary of the Meadows decreed that the vicar's
income should be augmented with the other third.10
Not only did the abbey receive Youlgreave's tithes, but it also owned
a large tract of sheep pasture on Middleton Moor, worth £28 per annum
in 1535.11 Sheep with the heaviest fleeces were castrated rams, known
as wethers. This is the origin of the name Weaddow Lane that leads out
of Middleton towards Smerrill and along which wethers would have
started their journey on the hoof to market at Derby.
It is possible that there was still at least one occupied house at
Smerrill in 1431 when Sir John Bagot of Blithfield in Staffordshire
acquired a freehold at Smerrill valued at 20 shillings per annum.12 This
means that when the Crown levied a tax of one fifteenth, he would be
required to pay 3 shillings. Bagot's land would most likely have been
sheep pasture on lease to a tenant but whether the tenant lived at
Smerrill is unknown. Neither is it certain whether Smerrill Grange has
ever been a monastic farm but if it has, the parent house would have
been the abbey of St. Mary of the Meadows in Leicester. The earliest
known mention of the name, as Smerellgraunge, is from 1481.13 By that
date it's likely that Smerrill was no longer an inhabited village. It
survived as an overspill from Middleton for perhaps no more than 200
years but its former significance is preserved in the name of the parish,
Middleton and Smerrill.
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OPPOSITION IN BAKEWELL TO POOR LAW
George Challenger

The Bakewell Union Workhouse
(Its clock is now in the Old House Museum).

Bakewell, The Ancient Capital of the Peak, by Trevor Brighton has an
account of the Bakewell workhouse including:
At a meeting in the old town hall in 1838 a union of parishes known
as The Bakewell Union was formed in order to build a workhouse. A
Board of Guardians was elected from the ratepayers to administer
workhouse relief in compliance with the Act.... It largely superseded
the duties of the old overseers of the poor. …. Land was purchased at
Newholme for a workhouse . …. It was completed in 1841 to house 250
inmates.
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The 2017 Journal had several articles resulting from the Cockerton
papers being received by the Historical Society. Peter Barker's article
profiles James Taylor (1788–1863) and papers saved by the Society
show local dissatisfaction with the operation of the Poor Law
Amendment Act of 1834. Known widely as the New Poor Law this act
replaced the Poor Law of 1601 and fundamentally changed the poverty
relief system. The main change was the transition from a system of ‘at
home’ relief to one of relief limited to workhouse residency. This
transition relied upon evidence given to the 1832 Royal Commission on
the operation of the Poor Laws. Bakewell’s responses to questionnaires
are given at A below.
Political economists espoused a variety of views on the old Poor
Law. Adam Smith saw it as an unnecessary interference with the
labour market; Malthus saw it encouraging population growth whilst
Ricardo viewed outdoor relief as a subsidy to wages. Those who could
not work should be allowed to fend for themselves, and starve if
necessary, rather than having the state provide any form of relief. It was
thought that men would work for any wage rather than starve
themselves and their families. Lower wages would benefit employers
and reduce the price of food.
The Royal Commission's report of 1834, written by Edwin
Chadwick, proposed limiting relief to workhouse inmates. The latter
were not compelled to workhouse residency and could leave it they
wished. Workhouse conditions of comfort and work were to be set at a
level worse than those of the poorest labourers outside, thereby
deterring all but the most indigent and vulnerable.
There had been no great dissatisfaction with the pre-1834 relief
system in the north of England where, generally, the burden of poor
relief was lower. In Bakewell the old system of ‘at home’ relief was
referred to as the ‘Weekly Bill’ and was financed by rates levied on the
property assets of the better-off townsfolk. The payments to the poor
were generally to old and infirm people and for the support of
illegitimate children (‘spurious’ in Bakewell parlance) and their
mothers. Generally, most local hostile opinion was directed at putative
fathers rather than townsfolk reduced by age, sickness or handicap.
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Under the proposed new system townships were to achieve
economies of scale by combining into Unions. Bakewell Union
included more than 50 townships and provided for a population of
around 26,000 according to the 1831 census. The Union included such
large townships as Matlock and Tideswell. Although the workhouse
was located in Bakewell, the proportion of its residents originating from
the town was a distinct minority.
The 1834 Act set up a Poor Law Commission which could specify
provisions to the still locally-elected local Board of Poor Law
Guardians. The provisions were still paid for locally, but local
ratepayers' control was much reduced.
Notable opposition to the new Act came from William Cobbett who
asserted that a consequence would be the enrichment of the propertied
classes at the expense of the poor. The Tory radical Richard Oastler
condemned the Act as an un-Christian treatment of the poor and
separating man and wife would violate the instruction “whom God hath
joined together let no man put asunder”.
In the north, some industrialists recognised that the old outdoor relief
had the virtue of allowing workers to be laid off when trade declined.
‘At home’ relief would avoid the costly capital outlay and running costs
of a workhouse, thereby being the least-cost solution to unemploymentgenerated poverty.
The contrast between the zeal with which the New Poor Law was
introduced and the failure to enforce the Factory Act of 1833 was a
powerful argument to those persuaded that only political changes such
as those proposed, for example, by the Chartists would further the
interests of the working classes.
A. Instructions from the Central Board of Poor Law
Commissioners required local Assistant Commissioners to respond
to a series of questions related to local poverty issues.
Below are some of the answers returned by the Bakewell banker, James
Taylor, and land surveyor, William Gauntley, sent 27th October 1832.
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Queries for Rural Districts
4.
5.
6.

7.
9.
10.
12.
14.
16.
17.
19.

20.
21.
22.

How many labourers sufficient for the proper cultivation of the
land? About 60 exclusive of harvest time.
Number of agricultural labourers? In the last return (1831) 36
exclusive of those who are also occupiers of a little land and are
classed among small farmers.
Number of labourers out of employment? Not many who do not
find employment in summer though latterly not full time. They
subsist by it but poorly. In winter there are sometimes 8 or 10 out
of work at the same time, some of them for 6 or 10 weeks.
Weekly wages? Summer 2/- a day. In harvest 2/- a day
beside meat and drink. Winter 2/-. There are several labourers
who do not get more than 3 or 4 days work a week.
No distinction between wages for married and single men.
No allowance for large families.
No work done for individuals and partly paid for by the parish.
Rents of cottages £3 to £5 a year.
About 15 labourers rent land, about 10 up to 3 acres at £3 per
acre. The rest from 5 to 10 acres at about £2.
Poor rate for last 2 years was 4/- in the pound upon a valuation
taken about the year 1806.
Not a select vestry. There is a committee annually chosen by a
vestry meeting and an assistant overseer but the committee is
always amenable to the vestry. A select vestry has been proposed
but the majority is against it.
No workhouse but occasionally send paupers to a neighbouring
workhouse. Seldom more than 2 or 3 at one time. Only 1 at this
time; an aged woman of weak mind.
Relief was given last week to 50 individuals besides 13 families
consisting of 43 individuals.
Women employed at the cotton mill earn 6/- per week.
Children from 10 to 16 from 2/- to 5/- . other women when
working for hire get 1/- per day and meat but there are not many
who can get employed on this manner. Harvest time from 1/- to
1/6 per day.
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Queries for Towns
5.
7.
19.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.

31.
32.
33.

Are the concerns of the parish managed by any boards or
committees appointed by the vestry? Yes. The present
overseer has been 10 years in office.
How many overseers? 2 are appointed by the magistrate.
Tradesmen and farmers are usually selected but the duties of the
office are performed by the stipendiary overseer.
3/6 per week paid for the pauper now in the workhouse
exclusive of clothing.
Infant poor are placed under the care of poor women at
about 3/6 per head.
Numbers of poor males relieved? 1 about the age 40; 2, 50; 2, 60;
9, 70 chiefly labourers or such as had been employed at the cotton
mill. Females about the age 30, 1; 40, 5; 50, 4; 60, 8; 70, 9 chiefly
widows and wives of labourers. There are a few single women
impotent in either mind or body. The other paupers are children
15 of which are illegitimate.
The overseers who distribute to the out poor are mostly
acquainted with the persons of the out paupers.
The poor apply for relief to the overseer or the committee and
their respective cases are enquired into by them.
Means are taken to ascertain whether the aged poor applying for
relief have children able to maintain them.
Means are taken to ascertain whether temporary claimants have
voluntarily put themselves out of work. There have been no more
than 2 instances of the kind in the last 10 years. The diminished
means of ratepayers do not admit of the committee awarding
more than the barest sufficiency to the poor of good character and
less than that they cannot give to the bad.
Poor men in distress are sometimes employed to break stone for
the roads.
A little relief has occasionally been given to able-bodied
applicants without setting them to work.
No employment is provided for women and children.
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34.
35.
36.

37.
45.

46.

47.
49.
50.
53.
54.

Those who have been in the cotton mill and labourers
have been most subject to distress.
An average man as a labourer or cotton spinner might expect to
earn £25 or £26 for a whole year but of late the labourers'
condition appears to be worse.
What … might his wife and four children aged 5 to 14 ….
expect to earn in a year...? The only employment to be expected
for children is at the cotton mill but all cannot obtain it. A boy or
girl of 14 will get about 4/- and one of 11 about 2/-. The wife
with with such a family to take care of could not go to the mill
and the most she could be expected to get a year would be 20/- or
30/- .
Allowing £4 for rent and £5 for fuel it is difficult to say how such
families subsist. Some of them have derived a little assistance
from the two sick clubs.
The effect of making the decision of the vestry in matters of relief
final would in some cases be injustice to the poor because the
vestry being composed of ratepayers is an interested party and it
would become sole judge in its own case.
If an appeal from the vestry shall continue what would be the
effect of restoring the law before 36 Geo. III. Cap.23
[Relief
of the Poor Act, 1795] so that the magistrate should not have the
power of ordering relief to be given to persons who shall refuse to
enter the workhouse? If this alternative had the effect of
compelling the poor to go into a workhouse where they might be
harshly used … I believe it would increase the number of
beggars.
There are about 120 small houses; the total number of houses is
about 390.
Where they are occupied by the labouring poor who do not rent
land they are exempt from rate.
Landlords are not rated but many think they ought to be for every
house of the value of £6 and under.
About 5% of the whole rate is not ultimately collected.
What is the allowance received by a woman for a bastard? I do
not know of any case here where the allowance repays the mother
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57.

59.

for more than the support of the child. The punishment
awarded by the law has been inflicted only in one instance here
for many years past. In that case the woman had had 5 illegitimate
children before she was imprisoned and she had 2 more after.
Can you suggest improvements in the laws respecting bastardy? *
I hear the present law complained of in that its tardy proceedings
enable the putative father to elude the overseer so as to induce the
parish to bear the loss in some instances rather than pursue the
fugitive.
No more than 20/- has been spent annually in removing
paupers. **

* Illegitimate children born to a woman chargeable to a parish were
its responsibility. It would seek the father who was obliged to enter a
bond to indemnify the parish against the costs of raising and educating
the child and to pay a weekly sum.
** Without a settlement certificate poor people were liable to a removal
order. A settlement certificate was given by a parish after a hearing in
front of a magistrate if the person was born in the parish, been hired for
a full year, had been a tenant of property worth over £10 or owned
freehold land. With a settlement certificate from another parish they
would be allowed to stay and seek work as they would not become the
liability on this parish.

B.

A public meeting

A public meeting was held at Bakewell on May 20th 1834 for the
purpose of petitioning Parliament on the New Poor Law Bill.
The petition declared that it was an essential principle of the English
Constitution that local individuals, townships or parishes should be free
of extraneous control and that it should be local institutions and people
that should generate finance and be responsible for the welfare of its
poor.
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In the petitioners’ view the centralisation of powers under the
appointment of three commissioners chosen by the Crown in
conjunction with a Secretary of State resulted in an unwarranted
transfer of function and responsibility from local people. Moreover,
this transfer was likely to ‘damp the ardour of private virtue’ in those
locally committed to provision for the poor. The petitioners pleaded that
progress of the Bill through Parliament should be suspended to allow
time for local people to further consider the evidence upon which the
transition was to be made.
C. Bakewell citizens’ declaration.
After the New Poor Law had been in operation for a few years 207
citizens of Bakewell, being rate-payers, declared that they regarded “it
as one of the most valuable rights of Englishmen to have control over
the expenditure of their own money”.
Under the old law people could make claims for relief in the parish
vestry to parish officers who knew their circumstances better than
remote commissioners.
The submission continued that “the ancient right of the rate-payers to
govern the expenditure of their own money has not been taken from
them on the ground of their being churlish and hard-hearted towards the
poor, but because they are accused of being too generous”. In particular,
the signatories regarded the new policy towards illegitimate children a
cruel and unjust treatment of the mother, impolite to the rate-payers and
protective of the ‘wicked and worthless’ among the male population.
The citizens further opined that the new regulations had generated an
increase in crime which justified the setting up of a new police force.
The latter, in their view, would impose a greater cost than providing
decently for the poor.
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D. Instructional Letter to the Churchwardens and Overseers of
the Poor 30th March 1840.
This letter was directed by the Poor Law Commissioners instructing
the local Board of Guardians of Bakewell to advise the vestry officials
of the irregularity of their recent conduct. In particular, the letter
admonished the local officers for the appointing of surveyors to make
assessments appertaining to future poor relief. The letter stated that
these local officials had over-stepped their authority and that they
would be personally liable for any expenses incurred by the exercise of
unauthorised conduct. The Clerk to the Guardians, John Barker of
Burre House signed the communication.
E. The Bakewell Deputation and The New Poor Law.
A lengthy letter authored by James Taylor, a member of the
Bakewell deputation, was published in a newspaper dated 23 November
1841. The main points raised were the disapproval of the harsh
treatment of women in bastardy cases under the new law and the
inappropriateness of the workhouse being used as a test of pauperism
for those who had become widows.
The letter further elaborated on the link between poor trading
conditions in agriculture in the early 1830s and unemployment of
labourers. The unfortunate consequence was the denial of ‘virtuous
marriages of working people” forcing “vigorous labourers and skilful
artisans to emigrate”.
F. Letter of 1842 to the Duke of Devonshire
The sentiments of those punished by the harsh economic conditions
of the early 1840s are published in their entirety in this letter.
May it please the Duke, that he will take into kind consideration, this,
the memorial of us whose names are undersigned [not so], which
represents that we are labourers residing in Bakewell: that three fourths
of our number are married men, having wives and some of us children
to support, as well as ourselves, by our hard labour: that we are now,
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and have often been aforetime, unable to find employment for a
considerable portion of our time, either near home or afar off, and
consequently have not received wages whereby we could, or can, obtain
for our families, sufficient of the necessaries of life.
Being in this state, it is natural that we should look around us for
help; especially when we think we see so many persons of a different
class to ourselves, who appear to abound in wealth. It is from among
these we expect to receive assistance. We do not ask them for alms, but
to procure for us employment and wages; which we think they could do
by promoting public and private works; such as improving our hilly
roads in which respect, we are informed much remains to be done,
within the compass of a few miles near our homes.
While we are willing to work for our livings, we ought not to be
forced into a union workhouse, for the purpose of testing our
destitution. Those places are dreadful to us.
We have addressed a memorial like this, at this time, to the Duke of
Rutland and also to the Earl of Newburgh.

G. The Poor Law Rating Valuation of 1847.
This gives the rating assessments for Bakewell Township, including
the lists for each area and the maps, but map 15 for the town area is
missing from the folder. The writer used the information in the
Valuation, along with the 1851 and 1861 censuses, to try to 'people'
Bakewell, and a CD with all this can be copied.
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Some notes on the Bakewell V A D Hospital at Newholme,
1914 – 1919
Pat Marjoram
It is always gratifying when readers of our Journal send information
which increases our knowledge and interest. The following is such an
example and adds to the history of Newholme Hospital which is now to
be closed.
The V A D or Voluntary Aid Detachment system was founded in
1909 with help from the Red Cross and the Order of St. John. On the
outbreak of the First World War there were 2,500 V A Ds in Britain
comprising 74,000 members of whom two thirds were women and girls.
Most famous in our area was Vera Brittain from Buxton who served in
England and France during the War and in 1933 published the bestselling memoir Testament of Youth.
The following notes were sent by Pat Marjoram and her husband
Ray; she is a member of the British Red Cross and he has just retired
after many years as librarian of the Derbyshire Archaeological Society.
Pat’s notes are accompanied by a photograph taken outside
Newholme Hospital showing the nursing staff and patients when it was
a Red Cross Convalescent Hospital in 1916. The nurses are named but
the well-dressed patients are unidentified. (TB)
……………………………………………………………..
I have come across some information in Aspects of Peak Life
Through Peace and War by Keith Taylor. (Ashridge Press/County
Books published 2007 ISBN 9781 901214895.) In his book he quotes
from the following book which may be useful, The Diaries of Maria
Gyte of Sheldon, Derbyshire, (edited by G. Phizackerley, Scarthin
Books). The Diaries run from 1913 to 1920.
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Staff and Patients at Bakewell V A D Hospital 1916

Women in uniform
Back row, left to right
Miss Bramwell, Miss Hoyle, Mrs Martin (small stature) Miss Carr,
Mrs Hoyle (dark coat and hat) Miss Stephenson (side view not Red
Cross), Miss Campbell Johnson (below Miss Stephenson), Mrs Severn
(tall at back), Miss Barker.
Front Row, left to right
Miss Edith Flewitt, Mrs Armitage (wife of the County Director in
outdoor Red Cross suit and hat) Miss Fletcher (in Red Cross apron), Mrs
Kerr (seated behind Mrs Armitage – in Red Cross outdoor uniform)
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Paul Barrass has a detailed knowledge of Newholme Hospital’s
history. As an occupational therapist working with the patients on
various projects, I believe he has had access to material not generally
available. Whether he will part with any of it remains to be seen!
My notes from “Aspects of Peak Life….”about Newholme Hospital
with additions from my Red Cross notes.
Newholme Workhouse opened in 1841 on a 4-acre piece of land at
Newholme on the Bakewell-Sheffield turnpike, bought for £415 from
the Earl of Carlisle. The architect was Mr Johnson of Sheffield. They
used local cast clay bricks. A pond was dug to hold 120,000 gallons of
water to supply the house. The design was a Jacobean style, twostorey, main workhouse block with turret clock and bell costing £80.
200 inmates were to be housed. The ground floor of the north wing was
converted into a hospital. In 1848 a separate infirmary block was
begun. In 1899-1900 a larger infirmary block was added further to the
east with a mortuary. Later the workhouse was called Bakewell Public
Assistance Institution, and then Newholme Hospital under the NHS
(1948). In 1914 the infirmary block was used by the Red Cross as a
Convalescent Hospital.
Bakewell Red Cross Hospital opened in September 1914 and
received patients in November - six Belgian and eight British troops.
By March 1915 there were 33 patients. By the end of 1915, the 33 beds
had been used by 268 patients. The first Commandant of the Red Cross
Hospital was Maude Walthew of Churchdale Hall, Ashford. She was
the first Commandant (to February 1915) of the new detachment,
formed in 1912 and registered in 1913. From 1915, Mrs Kerr was
Commandant of both. A grant was received for an open-air shelter for
8 patients in 1916. By 1918 it had 3 open-air shelters housing 10
patients. One named patient from a local family was Private Edward
Foster who was admitted on January 18th 1917 suffering from trench
feet and rheumatism. When the hospital closed in April 1919 it had
received 1,100 patients in total.
In the minutes of the Derbyshire Auxiliary Hospitals Demobilisation
Committee, the equipment and supplies of the demobilised hospitals
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were to be sent to 18 civil hospitals and 8 district nurses. The building
used for remedial treatment at Bakewell was to be offered to Bakewell
Girl Guides. Dr Barwise was offered the open-air shelters (2 old, 1
new) from Bakewell in July 1919.

Note: The archive of the Derbyshire Branch of the Red Cross has four
certificates belonging to Edith Flewitt 1916 F A and Nursing Certificate and enrolment as V A D
1919 Certificate recording her name on Roll of Honourable
Service, 24 July
1914 – 19 Certificate recognising her war service.
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A Royal Bastard’s arms in Bakewell
Trevor Brighton
In the 2015 edition of this Journal we published and commented on
the royal achievements of Charles II which hangs in Bakewell parish
church. Just below the church in the first floor window of Tegan’s Attic
in King’s Square are two stained glass shields, one of which displays
the arms of a bastard son of the king. It consists of the royal Stuart
arms debruised by a baton sinister in blue and white checks. Such a
baton, along with the bend sinister, was the commonest charge in
heraldry to denote illegitimacy.
These arms were granted by the king to his son, Henry Fitzroy (Fils
du Roi), whom he created Duke of Grafton in 1675. The boy’s mother
was Barbara Palmer, wife of Roger Palmer. Charles II had created him
Earl of Castlemaine for his loyalty to Charles I during the Civil War
(and also for his forebearance of the King’s liaisons with his wife).
Barbara Castlemaine was eventually created Duchess of Cleveland, thus
enabling the dukedom of Grafton to be bestowed on her son.
This was by no means singular behaviour on the part of Charles II.
He had been promiscuous before he became king and increasingly so
when his Portuguese wife, Catherine of Braganza, was unable to
provide him with an heir. Even before his accession at the Restoration
in 1660 he had numerous dalliances whilst in exile at the Hague. He
seduced the attractive young Lucy Walter, like himself a royalist
refugee. She bore him his first and favourite son whom he later
ennobled as the duke of Monmouth and Buccleuch.
Once king, Charles philandered freely. He now possessed the means
of enriching and elevating his mistresses and their offspring, favours he
was unable to offer Lucy Walter, who died a pauper. Not so Barbara
Palmer who shared the king’s bed on the first night of his restoration.
She continued to provide offspring and future sons were created earls of
Southampton and Northumberland.
The king’s passion for her waned as her grasping acquisitiveness
grew and two other women ousted her. The first was Eleanor (‘Nell’)
Gwynn, a comely, witty and coarse coquette. She had risen from
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London’s bawdy houses to become a purveyor of oranges and drinks to
the theatre-goers at Drury Lane. Eventually she enjoyed some success
as an actress there. She bore the king two sons, Charles Duke of St
Albans and James, Lord Beauclerk. She herself was to have been made
Countess of Greenwich.
Though ‘Nelly’ remained his favourite mistress, Charles was also
drawn to Louise de Keroualle, a Bretonne who came to England in the
entourage of ‘Ninette’ (Henrietta) his younger sister. Louise bore him a
son, created duke of Richmond, whilst his mother was made duchess of
Portsmouth.
Having reviewed the king’s principal mistresses and their male
offspring let us return to the duke of Grafton and his arms in King’s
Square.
The duke’s complete achievement was naturally based on the Royal
Stuart Arms. However, a comparison with the king’s achievement
reveals essential differences. No ermine lining was allowed on the
duke’s mantling; ducal crowns replaced the royal ones; the crest, a lion
passant ducally crowned, and the supporters, a lion rampant ducally
crowned and a greyhound, are all collared with blue and white checked
bands to reinforce the status of bastardy. The motto, ET DECUS ET
PRETIUM RECTI (Both the grace and the prize of rectitude) might
seem somewhat dubious in the light of Charles II’s behaviour!
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A contemporary print of the full achievement of Charles II.
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A modern rendering of the full achievement
of the dukes of Grafton.

The shield of the earl of Pembroke.

The shield of the duke of Grafton.
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The stained glass shields in the window of King’s Court represent no
connection whatsoever between the dukes of Grafton and Bakewell.
They were purchased at some unrecorded sale by the antique dealer,
Maurice Goldstone. The Grafton arms are accompanied by those of the
earls of Pembroke and were probably part of a larger group illustrating
various family connections. They are very competent examples of late
19th or early 20th century heraldic glass painting and Mr Goldstone
considered them an ideal embellishment for his fanciful creation of
Avenel Court.
As a final footnote regarding the royal bastards, they all gathered
round their father’s deathbed to receive his final blessing – all, that is,
with one exception; James Scott, duke of Monmouth was in exile in
Holland. The King’s favourite proposed to raise a rebellion and
overthrow his uncle, James II. His rabble army was defeated outside
Bridgewater in Somerset at the battle of Sedgemoor. Despite his pleas
for mercy, he was executed a week later in 1685. The Law and the
Constitution dealt swift retribution to traitors. Royal blood did not
spare royal bastards who dared to claim the crown.
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Cunningham Place (now called The Old House)
on the 1851 map; another room?
George Challenger
The National Park Authority's excellent Bakewell Conservation Area
Appraisal of 2013 includes an 1851 map of Bakewell which I had not
seen before. Several things shown on the part around Cunningham
Place are particularly interesting.

Extract from 1851 map
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1. The division of what is now the Old House Museum into six
cottages is not accurately shown.

Extract showing Old House

Blocked doorway in parlour closet

2. It looks as if there was another room on the south west corner where
the big buttress now is. The blocked doorway in the west wall of the
parlour closet has always puzzled me. Did that lead to this room? The
ground level on the west is said to have been lowered in the 20th century
to reduce damp and this room would have been demolished in the
process. The buttress was presumably built to stop the main west wall
subsiding into the ditch after removal of the room. The 1860
conveyance map may also show this extension but I did not take much
notice because its portrayal of the west edge of the building does not
look accurate in other respects.
3. When starting to excavate for the new gallery, the foundations of one
of the two privy blocks was found and it is seen on a 1950s photograph.
Why is this block not shown on the map but another is shown nearer to
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the remaining one on the top terrace?
because of the excavation of the ditch?

Did it have to be replaced

1950s photo of south privies

4. To the east and south of Cunningham Place there were 38 gardens in
1860 when the Duke of Devonshire bought the area. Part was sold in
1886 and Holywell and the Parish Rooms (now called The Old School
House) were built later.
5. To the south was a pair of thatched cottages, demolished in 1928
after The Close and its Coach House were built.
6. It is interesting to compare the 1851 map with the Ordnance Survey
map published in 1898. It shows the 6th cottage only in outline as if just
a division of the garden. But the 6th cottage had a roof until the 1950s.
The 1922 OS map seems to show the 6th cottage as a complete building.
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Neither of those OS maps show the privy block shown in the 1950s
photograph.
In the 2013 Journal Patrick Strange and I traced the history of
Hilltop to the north. My article in the 2011 Journal has more on
Cunningham Place.
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A Bakewell Scout Troop identified
Occasionally we publish photographs of unnamed people engaged in
various activities in the Bakewell area and hope that our readers may be
able to put names to faces. In last year’s Journal a photograph of the
late Richard Cockerton with the Bakewell Scout Troop from the 1950s
appeared. All the members of the troop have been identified by two
local people who were pupils at Lady Manners School at the time – Ian
Bright, who appears in the photograph and Vicky Longland who now
lives in Costa Rica. Here is the photograph again with identities from
left to right.

Ian Bright
Back row: John Veal, David St. John, Aydin Inac, Chris Beebe
Paul Robinson
Middle row: Adam Ward, Denis Orme, Richard Cockerton,
David Francis, Keith Adams
Front row: David Frost, Nick Henz
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